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 Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, 33 (1), pp 31-62 February 2002. Printed in the United Kingdom.

 ? 2002 The National University of Singapore

 The Seizure of the Sta. Catarina Revisited:

 The Portuguese Empire in Asia, VOC Politics
 and the Origins of the Dutch-Johor Alliance
 (1602-C.1616)
 Peter Borschberg

 The seizure of the Sta. Catarina took place off the east coast of Singapore in 1603 and was

 popularised by the Dutch lawyer and humanist Hugo Grotius. Based on Dutch and
 Portuguese sources, the article revisits the incident to critique Grotius' account and provide

 a snapshot of Portuguese trade and diplomacy in Asia at the time.

 Introduction

 When the prize from the [Sta. Catarina] was recently put up for sale, who did not
 marvel at the wealth revealed? Who was not struck with amazement? Who did not feel

 that the auction in progress was practically the sale of a royal property, rather than of

 a fortune privately owned?1

 These are the words used by the twenty-one-year-old lawyer and humanist Hugo
 Grotius to share with his readers the sense of enthusiasm, astonishment and excitement

 at the auction of the captured Portuguese carrack's load.
 The seizure of the Sta. Catarina and its cargo by the Dutch Admiral Jakob van

 Heemskerk in February 1603 was to become one of the great moments in the history of
 early-modern Asia and European colonial expansion. Its immediate and long-term
 repercussions could not have been foreseen by Heemskerk, the Amsterdam merchants,

 Peter Borschberg is an Assistant Professor in the History Department, National University of Singapore.
 His mailing address is: History Dept., NUS, 11 Arts Link, Singapore 117570. He can be reached by e-mail
 at hispb@nus.edu.sg
 Acknowledgements: At the time of completing this article, the author was attached to the Institut f?r
 Ostasienkunde of the Ludwig-Maximilians-Universit?t M?nchen, Abteilung Sinologie, under an existing
 agreement with the National University of Singapore. He would like to extend his special thanks to the
 Bayerische Staatsbibliothek in M?nchen, Cambridge University Library, the Biblioteca Nacional and
 Biblioteca Central da Marinha in Lisbon, the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid, the Algemeen Rijksarchief in
 The Hague, the Library of the University of Amsterdam, Stanford University Library and the Library of
 the University of California at Berkeley for granting access to their specialist collections, rare books,

 manuscripts and maps.
 1 H. Grotius, De Jure Prcedce Commentarius. Commentary on the Law of Prize and Booty. A Translation
 of the Original Manuscript of1604, trans. G.L Williams and W.H. Zeydel (New York: Oceana Publishing,
 1964) (henceforth DJP), p. 342.
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 32 PETER BORSCHBERG

 the servants of the Portuguese crown, or indeed, by the ambitious young Grotius himself.
 Past accounts of or references to the Sta. Catarinas fate have largely focused on the

 glory brought to the Dutch and the VOC as a result of Heemskerk's prize, the relative ease
 with which the seizure was achieved, the stunning sum the cargo fetched at an auction
 held in Europe, and the legal problems surrounding the incident, within the Netherlands
 and the VOC Directorate as well as on the international scene.2 In the words of a

 contemporary, Padre Fern?o Guerreiro of Macao, the cargo of the Sta. Catarina was 'one
 of the richest for many years? The auction of the ill-fated carrack's load attracted
 considerable attention from all over Europe and served to fire the imagination of
 Europe's merchants and ?lite over the riches to be earned from engaging in the trade with
 Ming China.4

 With the discovery of Grotius' unpublished manuscript cOn the Law of Prize and
 Booty' (De Jure Prcedce) in 1864, the incident surrounding the seizure of the Sta. Catarina
 evoked scholarly interest. Robert Fruin, in 1901 Professor of History at the University of
 Leiden, recognised and emphasised that the legal repercussions surrounding this
 international incident prompted Grotius to give primordial shape to his historically
 influential discourse on the laws of war and peace. Part of this early discourse argued for
 the rights of the Dutch merchants to defy Spanish and Portuguese claims to ownership
 of the high seas and to partake in the lucrative Indies trade.5 Recently, Martine van
 Ittersum, in her still unpublished paper entitled 'Hugo Grotius in Context', has
 painstakingly reconstructed the circumstances leading to the incident, and on the basis
 of material from the Algemene Rijksarchief in The Hague describes the capture of the
 Portuguese vessel in greater detail.6

 2 See Robert Fruin, 'Een onuitgegeven werk van Hugo de Groot', in Robert Fruins Verspreide
 Geschriften, ed. P. J. Blok, P. L. M?ller and S. M?ller, Vol. 3 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1901), pp.
 367-445. See also T'ien-Ts? Chang, Sino-Portuguese Trade from 1514 to 1644. A Synthesis of Portuguese and
 Chinese Sources (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1934), p. 112. Recent contributions on the Portuguese side that have
 touched upon the Sta. Catarina incident include: Paulo Jorge de Sousa Pinto, Portugueses e Malaios.

 Malaca e os Sultanatos dejohor eAch?m, 1575-1619 (Lisbon: Comiss?o Nacional para as Comemora?oes
 dos Descobrimentos Portugueses, 1997) esp. pp. 47, 54, 94, 119-20, 151; Victor Enthoven, 'Zeeland en de
 opkomst van de Republiek. Handel en strijd in the Scheldedelta, c. 1550-1621' (Proefschrift,
 Rijksuniversiteit Leiden, 1996), pp. 207-9; and Ernst van Veen, 'Decay or Defeat? An Enquiry into
 Portuguese Decline in Asia, 1580-1645' (Proefschrift, Rijksuniversiteit Leiden: School of Asian, African
 and Amerindian Studies, 2000), pp. 155, 157, 190.
 3 Charles Ralph Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, 1550-1770. Fact and Fancy in the History of Macao (The
 Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1948), p. 50; A. Botelho e Sousa, Subsidios para a historia militar-mar?tima da
 India (Lisbon: Imp. da Armada, 1930), Vol. I, p. 500, note 2.
 4 Corte ende sekere Beschryvinghe vant veroveren der rijcke ende gheweldighe krake, comende uytet
 gheweste van China, door den Admirael Jacobus Heemskercke liggende met twee schepen voor de Straet of
 Fretum de Malacca, vanden Conine van lor een vyant der Portugesen opghehouden ende ghebeden sy
 gheweest, hy soude met zijn schepen op een rijke ende wel geladene Portugaloise krake die dry jaran tot
 Makauw en int gheweste van China om syne Waren inn? te nemen gelegen hadde, wachten. (Ghedruckt na
 de copy van Middelborch by Richard Schilders, 1604). Copy consulted: University Library, Amsterdam.
 The title page of this pamphlet depicts the three ships of Heemskerk attacking the Sta. Catarina.
 5 Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', pp. 367-445; reference is made here to Grotius' De Jure Proedce [Law of
 Prize and Booty]. Although never published in his lifetime, chapter 12 of his manuscript was slightly
 reworked and brought to print in 1609. Cf. Hugo Grotius, De Jure Proedce Commentarius, ed. H. G.
 Hamaker (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1868); and idem., Mare Liberum, sive de iure quod Batavis
 competit ad Indicana commercia dissertatio (Leiden: L. Elsevier, 1609) and its translation into English, The
 Freedom of the Seas: or, The right which belongs to the Dutch to take part in the East Indian trade (New York:
 Oxford University Press, 1916).
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 The Sta. Catarina incident, however, entailed considerably more than the act of
 seizing a Portuguese-flagged merchant vessel in the vicinity of present-day Singapore. It
 truly emerged as an event with considerable long-term impact, a trigger, one might say,
 of events to unfold in the early years of the seventeenth century. The incident left its
 mark on the gradually shifting flow of trade in the region of insular and mainland
 Southeast Asia. Moreover, it helped shape the scope and nature of international
 diplomacy and can be seen as a manifestation of the broader pattern and course of Dutch
 and Portuguese colonial politics in Asia. As Leonard Bluss? argues in his essay 'Brief
 Encounter at Macao', it was the wealth of the Sta. Catarinas booty that drew the
 attention of Dutch merchants to the lucrative prospects offered by the vast Chinese
 market. That newfound focus seriously antagonised the Portuguese, who became
 increasingly watchful of their claimed monopoly, fearing that the Dutch might
 successfully penetrate the China market and eventually parallel their network of trade.7
 In the aftermath of the Sta. Catarina incident, the VOC began to penetrate 'new' regions
 of East and Southeast Asia. This course of action shaped the history of one of the world's
 greatest enterprises, and also had a profound and lasting impact on Dutch interaction
 with certain Asian princes and peoples.

 Without diminishing the value of previous contributions on the subject, the present
 article aims at bringing the Sta. Catarina incident to the forefront of scholarly attention
 once more. The objective is essentially twofold. The first is to reassess extant sources with
 respect to the vessel and its fate and to examine how the Sta. Catarina represents a fertile

 case study of early seventeenth-century Portuguese trade between Nagasaki, Macao,
 Melaka and Goa. This will be achieved by discussing the type of vessel used, the route it
 plied between Macao and Melaka, the composition of its cargo and the people it carried
 on board.

 The second objective extends the investigation from the microcosm of the vessel to
 the broader diplomatic scenario that will take into account the region of the Straits of
 Singapore and Melaka, island and mainland Southeast Asia, as well as the political and
 legal dynamics of Europe's emerging colonial powers. In that context, both the
 immediate and longer-term ripple effects of the Sta. Catarinas seizure will be explored.
 It will be shown that the incident alarmed the Portuguese about the reality of successful

 Dutch penetration into the commercial world of Southeast Asia, and gave impetus to the
 opening of formal diplomatic and military cooperation between the Dutch East India
 Company and the United Provinces on the one side and the Kingdom of Johor on the
 other.8 It also marks an important early stage in the evolution of the VOC's policy of
 coophandel met force (trade supported by the force of arms). This policy signified the
 containment of Luso-Spanish commercial and political interests through the pursuit of
 trade with sovereign Asian rulers and support for them by the VOC in armed

 6 Martina Julia van Ittersum, 'Hugo Grotius in Context: Van Heemskerck's Capture of the Santa
 Catarina and its Justification in De Jure Proedce (1604-1606)', paper presented at the Early Modern British
 and European History Workshop, Harvard University, 16 May 2000. I would like to thank Ms. van
 Ittersum for kindly forwarding me a copy of this informative paper.
 7 Leonard Bluss?, 'Brief Encounter at Macao', Modern Asian Studies, 22, 3 (1988): 663.
 8 In the present article, Johor and its ruler are referred to as 'Kingdom' and 'King' respectively. This is
 in line with references to Johor in Dutch, German, Portuguese, and Spanish sources of the sixteenth and
 seventeenth centuries.
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 34 PETER BORSCHBERG

 engagements.9 This cooperation temporarily tipped the balance of power in favour of
 Johor vis-?-vis regional Islamic powers such as Patani and Aceh,10 and accelerated the
 decline of Portuguese military superiority, influence and prestige in the territories
 surrounding the Straits of Malacca and Singapore. By taking these developments into
 consideration, the present article makes an original contribution to the history of the
 VOC and the Kingdom of Johor, as well as the history of pre-modern Singapore during
 the first and second decades of the seventeenth century.

 The incident in brief

 The Sta. Catarina is described as a carrack on its way from Macao to Melaka and on
 to Goa. It was carrying on board approximately seven hundred soldados, together with
 between eighty and one hundred women, children and an unspecified number of
 merchants.11 On 25 February 1603, the Sta. Catarina was attacked by two vessels under
 the command of Jakob van Heemskerk, the Witte Leeuw and the Alkmaar, as well as by
 Heemskerk's new Johorean allies. According to sources, the attack on the Sta. Catarina
 occurred near the mouth of the Johor River and the present-day Straits of Singapore.
 After a fierce battle that lasted into the evening, Captain Sebasti?o Serr?o and the
 survivors of the Sta. Catarina surrendered on the condition that their lives be spared and
 that they could safely proceed to Melaka.12

 It is certain that the Sta. Catarina was not risking the voyage from Macao to Melaka
 on its own. Dutch sources, including notably the testimony of Heemskerk and the
 sentence of the Amsterdam Admiralty Board, make reference to a whole fleet consisting
 of several carracks. At least one junk, said to belong to Andr? Furtado de Mendon?a,
 apparently sailed as part of the convoy, and this vessel was captured by Heemskerk's
 Johorean allies. It is known that, apart from supplies, this junk also carried on board a
 Portuguese pilot, a Catholic priest and 'many Christians'.13 It is difficult to ascertain

 9 Concerning the nature of this policy and its link to Grotius and the Anglo-Dutch maritime and
 colonial consequences of 1613 and 1615, see Peter Borschberg, 'Hugo Grotius, East India Trade and the
 King of Johor', Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, 30, 2 (1999): 241-8.
 10 Leonard Andaya, The Kingdom of Johor 1641-1728. Economic and Political Developments (Kuala
 Lumpur: Oxford University Press, 1975), p. 25.
 11 The Hague, Algemeen Rijksarchief (henceforth AR), 'Recueil concernant les voyages des Hollandais
 aux Indes Orientales, la Compagnie des Indies, etc. 1600-1616' (Personal and working papers on East India
 affairs deriving from the possession of Hugo Grotius) (henceforth EIP), 'Discours ende Advertentie', f. 458
 recto; Corte ende sekere Beschryvinghe, f. 1 verso; Paul Anton Tiele, 'De Europe?rs in den Maleischen
 Archipel. Zesde Gedeelte, 1598-1605', Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-Indie
 (henceforth BKI), 31 (1883): 196. The term soldados can be understood as 'men eligible to bear arms'
 (translated into German as wehrhafte M?nner, Grotius, DIP, p. 377), 'soldiers' or just simply as 'unmarried

 men'. Married men were not liable for military service and were referred to as casados.
 12 EIP, 'Discours ende Advertentie', f. 458 recto; Corte ende sekere Beschryvinghe, f. 1 verso. Heert Terpstra
 erroneously dates the seizure of the Sta. Catarina to 25 November 1603 in De factorij der Oostindische
 Compagnie te Patani, Verhandelingen van het Koninklijk Instituut voor de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde
 van Nederlandsch-Indi?, 1 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1938), p. 12. On the location of the attack, see
 W. P. Coolhaas, 'Een bron voor het historische gedeelte van Hugo de Groots De jure praedae', Bijdragen en
 Mededelingen van het Historisch Genootschap, 79 (1965): 528; Grotius incorrectly places the incident in the
 Straits of Malacca in his Annales et Histori de Rebus Belgicis (Amsterdam: Guilelmus Blaeu, 1658)
 (henceforth AHRB), p. 428.
 13 Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', pp. 528-9; Grotius, DIP, p. 386; Botelho e Sousa,
 Subsidios, Vol. I, p. 501, note 2; a similar scenario is described by Francesco Carletti, My Voyage Around the
 World, trans. Herbert Weinstock (New York: Pantheon Books, 1964), p. 186.
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 whether the Sta. Catarina had been separated from the rest of the convoy prior to, or at
 the time of, the attack, or whether Melaka dispatched some vessels to lend these ships
 armed protection for their navigation through the treacherous and pirate-infested waters
 of the Riau Archipelago. Extant documents, including the sentence of the Amsterdam
 Admiralty Board, simply state that other vessels failed to come to the Sta. Catarinas
 assistance.14

 The Sta. Catarinas cargo was brought by Heemskerk to Europe where it yielded at
 auction approximately 3.5 million Guilders. At that time, this sum was roughly
 equivalent to one-half of the young VOC's capital base and was more than double that
 of the Honourable English East India Company.15

 The Sta. Catarina and its route

 Primary and secondary sources variously refer to the Sta. Catarina as a 'carrack' or
 'galleon'. Judging by the scanty descriptions of the vessel, indicating its tonnage, draft,
 shape, and number of persons it carried, the Sta. Catarina can be classified as a late
 sixteenth-century Portuguese nao. According to extant sources, it is clear that the Sta.
 Catarina weighed 700 last and pulled a draught of 32 feet.16 Reports relating to the
 exchange of fire with the Dutch indicate that it had a high forecastle and elevated poop
 deck, both typical features of the normally lightly armed Portuguese naos.

 Compared to other vessels of the period, especially the Witte Leeuw and the Alkmaar
 used by the Dutch attackers, the naos would appear colossal. As Charles Boxer and Carla
 Phillips have highlighted, Portuguese vessels increased dramatically in tonnage in the
 second half of the sixteenth century, rising from approximately 400 tonnes to a

 whopping 1,500 or even 2,000 tonnes by the 1590s.17 It was in view of this overawing size
 (by sixteenth-century standards) and the number of persons carried on board that some
 European observers described the vessels as 'floating cities'. The Portuguese name nao
 should be translated into English as great ship', but in early-modern as well as modern
 sources, the term 'carrack' is often applied. The naos were not particularly maneuverable
 vessels, and this does to an extent explain why both the Portuguese and the Spaniards
 reduced the tonnage of newly-built ships in the first decades of the seventeenth century.
 Still, some of these 'great ships' served their owners well. This is especially the case of naos
 constructed of tropical hardwoods in the Indo-Portuguese shipyards of Goa, Dam?o,
 Bassein and Cochin.18

 14 Grotius, DJP, p. 376.
 15 Charles Ralph Boxer, Portuguese Merchants and Missionaries in Feudal Japan, 1543-1640 (London:

 Variorum Reprints, 1986), pp. 14-15.
 16 AR, VOC 7343, dated 23 August 1604, f. 2 recto (under point 6). Cf. also Emanuel van Meieren,

 Commentari?n ofte Memori?n van den Nederlantsen Staet, Handel, Oorloghen ende Gheschiedenissen van
 onsen tyden, etc., Vol. II (Gedruckt op Schotlant buyten Danswijck by Hermes van Loven, no date), f. 122
 verso; Botelho e Sousa, Subsidios, Vol. I, p. 500. A weight of 700 last is equivalent to about 1,400 tonnes;
 one ship's last also measures a volume equivalent to 100.17 cubic feet; this would give the Sta. Catarina at
 700 last a volume capacity of just under 2,000 cubic metres. References to the vessel as a 'carrack and as a
 galleon are in Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', pp. 527 and 535 respectively.
 17 Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, p. 13; Carla Phillips, 'The growth and composition of trade in the
 Iberian empires, 1450-1750', in Trade in the Pre-Modern Era, 1400-1700, ed. David A. Irwin, Vol. 1
 (Cheltenham: E. Elgar, 1996), p. 315.
 18 Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, p. 14.
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 36 PETER BORSCHBERG

 For many centuries before the arrival of the Portuguese, Chinese and Arab traders
 had plied the waters of the South China Sea. Portuguese sources readily concede that the
 great Lusitanian captains made good use of local pilots and local expertise19 ?
 sometimes even with the assistance of pirates! ? in finding their way not only from the
 East coast of Africa to India in the fifteenth century, but later also from Melaka to the
 Spice Islands and even onwards to China. According to information provided in
 Portuguese as well as Dutch sources, the Sta. Catarina followed the old junk route,
 catching the winds of the South China Sea's monsoon season. (From March to October,
 ships would then follow the Indian Ocean monsoon out of Melaka to ports on the Indian
 subcontinent).20

 The leg between Macao and Melaka could be covered in approximately three weeks.
 The voyage brought the vessels from the southern coast of China past Hainan, the coast
 of Cochin-China and Champa using Pulau Condor {Con Dao) as a key navigational
 point of reference.21 The ships then headed across the sea in a southwesterly direction, or
 cut across the Gulf of Siam toward the port and kingdom of Patani, and then skirted the
 eastern coastline of the Malay Peninsula. Ships usually called on Tioman in order to
 replenish fresh water reserves. The voyage continued to the peninsula's southernmost tip,
 known to the Portuguese as Ponta de Romania (Romania Point). Ships then chose one of
 several options that took them either through the Tebrau Straits, around present-day
 Bintan and the shallow waters that now comprise part of the Riau Archipelago, or
 directly through the Straits of Singapore.22

 With particular regard to the Straits of Singapore, there were two options available
 to pilots at the beginning of the seventeenth century, known as the 'new' and 'old' Straits
 of Singapore. On the basis of Dutch and Portuguese sources, including the works of Jan
 Huygh van Linschoten and Emanuel Godinho de Er?dia, Carl Alexander Gibson-Hill
 reconstructed the routes plied by vessels in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
 century through the Straits of Singapore. A sea-lane, described by Er?dia as the estreito
 velho (old straits) brought ships through the narrow passage between the present-day
 island of Sentosa (formerly Pulau Blakang Mati) and Keppel Harbour. Vessels sailed
 along the west coast of Singapore, skirting Pasir Panjang and the eastern shores of the
 Selat Sembilan. After passing this island cluster, ships made a sharp turn portside and

 19 Roderich Ptak, 'China and Portugal at Sea: the Early Ming Trading System and the "Estado da India"
 Compared', Revista de Cultura, 13-14 (1991): 30.
 20 Jan Huig van Linschoten, Itinerario. Voyage often Schipvaert van Jan Huig van Linschoten near Oost ofte
 Portugaels Indien, 1579-1592, ed. H. Kern (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1955), Vol. 1, p. 145.
 21 Carletti, My Voyage, pp. 186-8; Pierre-Yves Manguin, Les Portugais sur les c?tes du Vi?t-Nam et du
 Campa. ?tude sur les routes maritimes et les relations commerciales, d'apr?s les sources portugaises, XVIe,
 XVIIe, XVIIIe si?cles (Paris: ?cole Fran?aise d'Extr?me-Orient, 1972), p. 65. There are a total of four islands
 that comprise the island group.
 22 The route described here is very similar to the one plotted in chapter 22 of Linschoten, Itinerario.
 Voyage often Schipvaert, Vol. 1, p. 90. Cf. also V Obdeijn, 'De oude zeehandelsweg door de Straat van
 Malaka in verband met de geomorfologie der Selat-Eilanden', Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig
 Genootschap, 2de Serie, 59 (1942): 751. A map of the route via Bintan is in Lin Woling, Longyamen
 xinkaolLong-ya-men Re-identified (Singapore: South Sea Society, 1999), pp. 86-7; see also Carl Alexander
 Gibson-Hill, 'Singapore: Note on the history of the Old Straits, 1580-1850', Journal of the Malayan Branch
 of the Royal Asiatic Society (henceforth JMBRAS), 27, 1 (1954): 163-214. Tioman is variously spelled in
 sixteenth- and seventeenth-century sources as 'Tiam?o' or 'Tiamaon'.
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 headed in the direction of the Karimon Islands.23 Here the sea-lanes through the Straits
 of Singapore merged with what the Portuguese referred to as the Estreito de Sabam or
 Sab?o (Straits of Bangka) that was plied by maritime traffic between Melaka, Eastern
 ports in Sumatra, Java, Banda, Timor and the Moluccas.24

 According to the Portuguese historian Diogo do Couto, a second passage through
 the Straits of Singapore was discovered when the Johoreans blockaded the estreito velho
 in the 1580s. This second passage, mentioned by Er?dia and called the estreito novo ('new
 straits', also referred to occasionally as the Straits of Sta. Barbara) brought ships around
 the Sister Islands and along the southern shores of Pulau Brani and Sentosa. In the
 vicinity of the Sembilan Straits this second route merged with the aforementioned
 estreito velho.25

 In the early seventeenth century and prior to the discovery of the Estreito do
 Governador in 1616, the estreito velho was deemed particularly treacherous. Antonio
 Pigafetta, the chronicler of the Magellan expedition, notes that 'there is great danger here
 for those who pass through the straits between Malacca and Singapore.'26 The Florentine
 merchant and traveller Francesco Carletti recounts with some trepidation that the
 passage was so narrow one could leap from the ship to shore and that branches of 'trees'
 brushed against the hull as his Melaka-bound ship traversed the Straits.27 Running
 aground appears to have been common. Carletti records that his vessel, too, ran aground
 a reef or sand bank and he recounts with considerable relief that neither the ship, nor its
 cargo, suffered any serious damage.28 A similar fate befell the galleon La Salvadora, the
 flagship of Spanish-Philippine Governor Juan de Silvas armada in 1616.29

 The cargo

 According to Portuguese sources, Heemskerk and his Johorean allies were extremely
 fortunate to have encountered the richly laden Sta. Catarina. Her cargo became almost
 legendary and its auction attracted the attention of merchants from all over Europe.30
 Levinus Hulsius, in his Achte Schiffart published in 1605, describes the contents of the

 23 Ibid., p. 165; for the original accounts, see Jan Huig van Linschoten, Reys-gheschrift van de navigati?n
 der Portugaloysers in Orienten...van Portugael near Oost-Indi?n...Malacca, China, Japan...Java ende
 Sunda... (Amsterdam: Cornelis Claesz, 1595); and J. V. Mills, 'Eredia's Description of Malacca, Meridional
 India and Cathay. Translated from the Portuguese with Notes', JMBRAS, 8, 1 (1930): 1.
 24 Documenta??o Ultramarina Portuguesa (henceforth DUP), Vol. II (Lisbon: Centro de Estudos
 Hist?ricos Ultramarinos, 1962), p. 255.
 25 Gibson-Hill, 'Singapore: Note on the history', pp. 172, 178; Diogo de Couto, Da Asia, Dosfeitos que os
 Portuguezes fizeram no conquista, e descubrimento das terras e mares do oriente (Lisbon: Na Regia officina
 typographica, 1778), Vol. 2, pp. 210-11.
 26 Obdeijn, 'Oude zeehandelsweg', p. 745.
 27 Carletti, My Voyage, p. 187. Carletti's comments are identical to observations by Giovanni Botero in
 his Relatione Universale of 1595 as well as by the Portuguese historian Antonio Bocarro in his D?cada XIII
 da Historia da India (Obdeijn, 'Oude zeehandeslweg', p. 745). Jacques de Coutre, a native of Bruges who
 travelled for many years throughout Southeast Asia at the turn of the seventeenth century, explains that
 the islands between Karimon and around the Straits of Singapore were heavily populated with large,
 sprawling trees, and that ships passing through the Straits, especially the estreito velho (estrecho viejo), had
 to be particularly careful; Jacques de Coutre, Andanzas asi?ticas, ed. Eddy Stols, B. Teensma and J.

 Werbeckmoes (Madrid: Historia 16, 1991), p. 95.
 28 Carletti, My Voyage, p. 187.
 29 Gibson-Hill, 'Singapore: Note on the history', pp. 175, 176 note 29.
 30 Grotius, DJP, pp. 384, 314.
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 nao as having consisted of: 1,200 bales of raw Chinese silk; chests filled with coloured
 damask, atlas (a type of polished silk), tafettas and silk; large amounts of gold thread or
 spun gold; cloth woven with gold thread; robes and bed canopies spun with gold; silk
 bedcovers and bedspreads; linen and cotton cloth, thirty last (approximately sixty
 tonnes) of porcelain comprising dishes 'of every sort and kind'; substantial quantities of
 sugar, spices, gum, musk (also known as bisem); wooden beds and boxes, some of them
 beautifully ornate with gold; and a 'thousand other things, that are produced in China'.31

 Further information on the cargo is provided by Jan Karel Jakob de Jonge in his
 document-based history Opkomstvan het Nederlandsch gazag in Oost-Indi?. He estimates
 that the Sta. Catarina carried no less than seventy tonnes of gold, which he describes as
 being 'of lesser value'. This was presumably the 'substantial weight of unrefined and
 unpurified gold' mentioned in the pamphlet Corte ... Beschryvinghe. Goods omitted in
 Hulsius' list include notably copper and borax. One special item of the Sta. Catarinas
 cargo is described as a 'royal throne' that was inlayed with precious stones; Corte ...
 Beschryvinghe labels it 'a wonder'.32

 Although Northern European merchants raised their eyebrows in amazement at the
 auction in Amsterdam, a comparison of the Sta. Catarinas cargo with the freight carried
 by other vessels departing from the Southern Chinese coast at the turn of the seventeenth
 century reveals nothing out of the ordinary. In fact, the Sta. Catarinas load is almost
 identical to the list of marketable goods compiled by the Spanish historian and politician,
 Antonio de Morga, and cited in Seraf?n Quiason's study of the China-Manila trade
 between the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries:

 ...raw silk in bundles, of the fineness of two strands and other silk of poorer quality;
 fine untwisted silk, white and all colors, wound in small skeins; quantities of velvets,

 some plain and some embroidered in all sort of figures, colors and fashions ? others
 with body of gold, and embroidered with gold; woven stuffs and brocades of gold and
 silver upon silk of various colors and patterns, quantities of gold and silver thread in
 skeins over thread and silk ? but the glitter of all the gold and silver is false, and only
 on paper; damasks, satins, taffetas, gorvanes, picotes and other cloth of all colors, some

 fine and better than others; a quantity of linen made from grass called lencesuelo
 (handkerchief) and white cotton cloth of different kinds and quantities for all uses ....

 musk benzoin and ivory; many bed ornaments, hangings, coverlets and tapestries of
 embroidered velvet: damask govervanes and picotes of different shades, table cloth,
 cushions and carpets; horse trappings of the same stuff, and embroidered with glass
 beads and seed pearls; also some pearls and rubies, sapphires and crystal stones, metal
 basins, copper kettles and other copper and cast iron pots...33

 31 Levinus Hulsius, Achte Schiffart, oder Kurtze Beschreibung etlicher Reysen so die Holl?nder und
 Seel?nder in die Ost-Indien von Anno 1599 bis Anno 1604 gethan... (Frankfurt/Main: Matthis Beckern,
 1608); in Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 388 note 3. A list of products purveyed by the Portuguese in China
 is in DUP, pp. 114-15.
 32 Jan Karel Jakob de Jonge, Opkomst van het Nederlandsch gezag in Oost-Indi?. Verzameling van
 onuitgegeven stukken uit het oud-coloniaal archief, eerste reeks (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1866-1888),
 Vol. II, p. 271; Corte ende sekere Beschryvinghe, f. 1 verso.
 33 S. D. Quiason, 'The Sampan Trade, 1570-1770', in The Chinese in the Philippines, ed. Alfonso Felix Jr.,
 (Manila: Solidaridad, 1966), Vol. 1, p. 162. The original list is in Antonio de Morga, The Philippine Islands,

 Moluccas, Siam Cambodia, Japan and China at the Close of the Sixteenth Century, ed. L. V. de Torres and
 H. E. J. Stanley (London: Hakluyt Society, 1868), pp. 305-6. The citation can also be found in William L.
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 The revenue generated at the auction gives additional testimony to the marketability
 of the Sta. Catarinas cargo. Textiles were the key commodity in the trade with China.
 Raw and semi-finished textiles were customarily packed either as bales or in trunks, each
 containing several hundred pieces. According to Hulsius, each bale of raw silk from the
 cargo of the Sta. Catarina could fetch approximately 200 Reichsthaler (or Rixdollars),
 being the equivalent of between ?70 and ?80 Flemish or 420 and 480 Guilders. The
 purchase price of the silk in Canton at the turn of the sixteenth century varies. Carletti
 quotes a price of 90 tael per picul, while Jan Huig van Linschoten indicates 140-145 Pesos
 de a ocho (approximately 100 tael) per picul for medium-quality and 150 to 170 Pesos for
 high-quality spun raw silk.35 James Boyajian estimates that a bale of raw silk from China
 fetched on delivery in Lisbon anything between 3,000 and 8,000 Cruzados, depending on
 the quality and condition of the material. Generally, Chinese silk was not as highly prized
 as its counterparts from the Indian Subcontinent or even Persia. Other forms of silk such
 as damask and taffeta that were also carried on board the Sta. Catarina fetched a lower

 price.36 Despite the poor condition of some bales on their arrival in Amsterdam, the sale
 of the Sta. Catarinas silk alone yielded a gross revenue in excess of two million Guilders,
 a price that Glamann believes was unusually high at the time on account of failed silk
 crops in Italy.37 The revenue from the sale of the Sta. Catarinas textiles represents more
 than 60 per cent of gross sales receipts.38

 While the cargo of the Sta. Catarina also included cotton, it was quantitatively less
 than the silken products brought in from Macao. Against the background of Boyajian s
 observation that it was not silk but cotton that formed the bulk of textiles in the

 Portuguese Cape trade ? up to 90 per cent, in fact ? it can be safely assumed that the
 large silk load of the Sta. Catarina was not destined for further export to Europe, but was
 to be sold in Portugal's Asian markets, such as Melaka or Goa.39

 Schurz, The Manila Galleon (New York, E.P. Dutton & Co., 1959), p. 73, and in Conrado Ben?tez, State of
 the Philippines in 1810 and Philippine Progress Prior to 1898 (Manila Publications of the Filipiniana Book
 Guild, 1969), Vol. 15, pp. 226-7 note 89. Linschoten informs his readers that approximately twenty
 shiploads of goods arrived in Manila from China each year (Linschoten, Itinerario. Voyage often Schipvaert,
 Vol. I, p. 124).
 34 Hulsius, Achte Schiff art, cited in Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 388 note 3.
 35 Carletti, My Voyage, p. 144; Linschoten, Itinerario. Voyage often Schipvaert, Vol. I, p. 148. One tael in
 Canton is equivalent to approximately 1.2 oz. troy or 37.8 grammes of silver. This converts into
 approximately 1.4 Spanish Pesos de a ocho (commonly known as Spanish Dollars, 'Pieces of Eight' or 'Ryals
 of Eight'), 1.25 Portuguese Cruzados or 3.5 Guilders (or Florins). The Spanish Peso de a ocho is equivalent
 to approximately 0.9 Portuguese Cruzados or 2.5 Guilders; 1 Spanish Ducat is equivalent to 1.1 Cruzados,
 1.2 Spanish Pesos de a ocho or about 3 Guilders. 1 Flemish Pound (Pond Vlaams) is equivalent to 6 Guilders,
 2.4 Pesos de a ocho or 2.2 Cruzados. In Canton, one picul is subdivided into 100 catte (or katx) and weighs
 the equivalent of 1.2 Portuguese quintal, 133.33 lbs. or approximately 60.46 kilogrammes.
 36 James C. Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in Asia under the Habsburgs, 1580-1640 (Baltimore-London:
 Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993), p. 47; DUP, pp. 113-4. The lower value of Chinese silk is denied
 by Glamann with reference to prices of silk in Amsterdam in 1624 (Kristof Glamann, Dutch-Asiatic Trade
 1620-1740 [Copenhagen: Danish Science Press, 1958], p. 113).
 37 Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 398; Glamann, Dutch-Asiatic Trade, p. 112. On damaged goods, see

 Meteren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, f. 148 recto.
 38 Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in Asia, p. 46.
 39 DUP, p. 113; Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, p. 16. Carletti reports that in India he sold the silk he had
 originally purchased in China, reaping a seventy percent profit on the transaction (My Voyage, p. 202).
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 Sugar and spices formed a second cornerstone in the early trade with China.
 Unfortunately, the cargo list does not provide further details on the spices that had been
 carried on board. It can be assumed, however, that the cargo contained the three principal
 spices: cloves, nutmeg and mace. These would have been procured from the Spice Islands
 and subsequently shipped to Macao through commercial channels. Sugar was carried in
 a 'large quantity' on the Sta. Catarina. The Portuguese normally loaded sugar on their
 vessels as ballast. It was readily available on the market in Canton in varying qualities for
 a price of about two tael per picul.40 This commodity was destined for sale on the intra
 Asian market, as Portugal itself possessed a thriving sugar-producing industry in
 Madeira, the Azores, and also in Brazil after the second half of the sixteenth century.

 Chinese and Japanese porcelain, highly valued in both Asia and Europe, was a
 regular cargo in the European and Latin American trade with Asia. Frequently carried
 on board as part of the ship's ballast, the commodity was exported to various parts of
 Portugal's empire, including also its African possessions.41 Carletti quotes 20-22 tael
 for six hundred and fifty to seven hundred pieces of porcelain on the Canton market
 for the years 1599.42 Boyajian notes that, at the turn of the seventeenth century, one
 quintal of Chinese porcelain sold in Lisbon for about 500 Cruzados. He also estimates
 that no more than about twenty quintal or 10,000 Cruzados worth were imported
 annually to Portugal.43 Given the Sta. Catarinas appraised porcelain load of 30 last or
 approximately 60 tonnes, it would again appear that most of this bulky cargo was not
 for export to Europe, but probably destined to be sold as part of Portugal's intra
 Asian or African trade.44 In Amsterdam, a single piece of porcelain dishware fetched
 in 1603 a price between 5 and 10 Stuivers, but large single items are quoted as high as
 3 Guilders, 6 Stuivers and 8 Penning.45

 Among the compact but high-value products purveyed in China was musk that
 was used as a basic ingredient for perfume. A vessel departing from China would
 typically carry musk on board. Hulsius reports that the Sta. Catarinas cargo contained
 several hundred pounds of this substance.46 Boyajian calculates that in the two-year
 period between 1587 and 1588 ? one-and-a-half decades before the seizure of the Sta.
 Catarina ? Portugal imported 15,000 ounces of musk, fetching total proceeds of
 200,000 Cruzados.47 In the year 1603, the time when the cargo of the Sta. Catarina was

 40 Carletti, My Voyage, p. 148. The Portuguese carrack Santo Antonio, seized in 1605 at Patani, carried a
 large quantity of sugar on board appraised at more than 2,000 picul. Cf. D. F. A. Hervey, 'Fran?ois Valentyn's
 Account of Malacca', Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Straits Branch, 16,1 (1885): 130.
 41 Phillips, "Growth and composition', p. 315.
 42 Carletti, My Voyage, p. 149.
 43 Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in Asia, p. 49; a quintal was the equivalent of about 112 lbs., or just over 50
 kilogrammes.
 44 Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, pp. 16, 50-1; Carletti reports that the Goanese ate their food out of
 Chinese porcelain (My Voyage, p. 207).
 45 AR, VOC 7525, f. 92 verso.
 46 Hulsius, Achte Schiffart, cited in Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 388. The cost of premium musk in
 Canton in the year 1599 is quoted by Carletti (My Voyage, pp. 145-6) as being 12 tael per catte (or kati, cf.
 note 35). Linschoten (Itinerario. Voyage often Schipvaert,Vo\. I, p. 148) quotes a substantially lower price of 6
 to 7 Pesos de a ocho or approximately 4 tael per catte, but this is probably the price for the debased musk

 mentioned by Carletti. For a general description of the Portuguese musk trade in this period, see Roderich
 Ptak, 'Moschus, Calambac und Quecksilber im Handel zwischen Macau und Japan und im ostasiatischen
 Seehandel insgesamt (circa 1555-1640)', Portugal und Japan im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert: die Nanban-Kultur,
 ABP: Zeitschrift zur portugiesischsprachigen Welt, 1 (1998): 72-9.
 47 Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in Asia, p. 49.
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 put up for auction, one ons of musk sold in Amsterdam for 1 Guilder 5 Stuivers, and
 the lower grade product fetched 16 Stuivers and 8 Penning.48 Carletti enlightens his
 readers as to the different qualities of musk available on the market in China. The
 highest grade was generally sold to the Portuguese, while debased, adulterated and
 falsified musk was sold to traders from other parts of Asia. For this inferior quality

 musk, he names Japan, Siam, Cambodia, Sumatra 'and other parts of India' as the chief
 export destinations.49

 Wooden furniture, including bed frames, tables, chairs, desks as well as lacquer
 boxes, is commonly found on the cargo lists of vessels outbound from Macao.50 The
 provenance of this furniture could range from Siam and Pegu in the West to Japan in the
 East, but it was also readily available on the market in Canton. As the items tended to be
 bulky and subject to woodworm infestation, rot and damage through transport on rough
 seas, it is very unlikely that the furniture on board the Sta. Catarina was destined for
 export around the Cape. This may partially explain the sense of astonishment expressed
 by European eyewitnesses over the quality of the workmanship. Nevertheless, some items
 did find their way to Europe, though their price was comparatively modest. Boyajian
 notes about one hundred writing desks found their way to Lisbon each year at the turn
 of the seventeenth century, each fetching a price of approximately 50 Cruzados.51 Due to
 the severe space constraints on board, boxes and the drawers of desks were generally
 stuffed with compact but high-value products such as pearls, precious or semi-precious
 stones and jewellery.

 Tintinago (spelter) and copper were metals commonly exported from Japan or
 Macao respectively either as ballast or in the form of finished goods, including pots, pans
 and cooking ware. According to Pieter van Dam's Beschryvinge van de Oostindische
 Compagnie, spelter was carried in bulk on the Sta. Catarina, and was subsequently
 purchased by the VOC at a fixed price.52 There are no details as to the form of copper
 found on the Sta. Catarina, but it was not unusual for the Portuguese to procure it in
 Japan and to re-export this from Macao to other parts of their Asian empire. This is also
 true of another Japanese product, borax, which was used in a variety of industries such
 as metallurgy, glassmaking, pottery, book printing and leather curing.53 It can be assumed
 that the spelter, copper and borax were destined for Goa, not least since the city had a
 famous foundry that required these ingredients for the production of its prized cannons
 and church bells.54

 The people on board

 The descriptions of the Sta. Catarina imply that the 700 soldados on board were all
 Portuguese of European origin. If this was indeed the case, then the Sta. Catarina
 48 AR, VOC 7525, f. 92 verso; one ons was 1/16 of a pond, or approximately 30.88 grammes. The exact
 quality of the musk is not specified. The best quality musk fetched as much as 10 or 12 Guilders pers ons.
 49 Carletti, My Voyage, pp. 145-6.
 50 DUP, p. 115.
 51 Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in Asia, p. 48.
 52 Pieter van Dam, Beschryvinge van de Oostindische Compagnie, ed. F.W. Stapel, Vol. II. 1, Rijks
 Geschiedkundige Publicati?n, Grote Serie, Vol. 74 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1931), p. 672. Derived
 from the Portuguese term tutanaga, this alloy of copper, zinc and nickel stems from China, principally
 Yunnan; the higher quality tintinago is said to contain arsenic.
 53 Boyajian, Portuguese Trade in Asia, p. 68.
 54 Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, p. 16.
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 carried with her a sizeable portion of the Portuguese Asian empire's resident European
 population, estimated to be no more than a few thousand at any one time. Little would
 have changed since Carletti's visit to Macao on the eve of the seventeenth century, when
 he noted how few Portuguese actually lived in the settlement. Linschoten made the same
 observation for Melaka, citing specifically the heavy air and the unhealthy climate for
 Europeans as well as for natives as the chief reasons. The number of Indo-Portuguese
 households is estimated by Boxer to have been around six hundred.55 The soldiers
 probably also would have included mercenaries working in the service of the Lusitanian
 crown (the Portuguese are known to have made good use of Japanese mercenaries),
 ethnic Indians, Portuguese subjects of mesti?o origin, and perhaps even soldier-slaves or
 free men from Africa that were periodically sent to reinforce their forces in the Far East.56

 Predictably, there was a divide which ran along ethnic lines, officers being
 Portuguese, with sailors and soldiers of other ethnicities. According to Carletti, who
 sailed on the annual run from Macao to Melaka, the key officers on his vessel were
 Portuguese, while the sailors consisted chiefly of Arabs, Indians, Turks and Bengalis. In
 contrast to the soldiers, the ethnicity of the merchants ? European, mesti?o, or Asian ?
 is not disclosed. One can safely assume, however, that they represented the far-flung

 merchant families engaged in the lucrative intra-Asian trade.57
 In theory, the stretch from Macao to Melaka fell under the monopoly of the

 Portuguese crown, but by the late sixteenth century, the right to organise the voyage
 venture was either sold or leased to a so-called capit?o-mor (captain-major) who
 customarily joined the vessel on its voyage to Macao and Japan.58 In order to maximise
 profits and minimise costs, the capit?o-mor would solicit direct investments from other
 merchants and traders or lease out space on the vessel. This is commonly known as the
 commenda system.59 This arrangement was indeed not dissimilar to commercial practices
 in Southeast Asia prior to the arrival of the Europeans, notably in Melaka, and the
 Portuguese are thought to have accommodated themselves to existing commercial
 structures. It is certain that the Sta. Catarina represented such a private venture under
 the Portuguese crown, as it is reported that the merchants were the owners of the cargo
 on board the Sta. Catarina.60

 55 Carletti, My Voyage, p. 139 ; Linschoten, Itinerario. Voyage often Schipvaert, Vol. I, p. 79 ; Boxer,
 Fidalgos in the Far East, p. 49.
 56 For example, Valentijn reports that when Matelieff de Jonghe landed on 18 May 1606 to begin the land
 assault on the Portuguese fortress in Melaka, the latter was being defended by some 400 Portuguese and
 African soldiers (Hervey, 'Fran?ois Valentyn's Account', p. 137). See also The Philippine Islands, 1493-1898,
 ed. Emma H. Blair and James A. Robertson (henceforth PI) (Cleveland: A. H. Clark Co., 1903-1909), Vol.
 XVII, p. 253, for another account of black soldiers being brought by the Portuguese to Melaka.
 57 Carletti, My Voyage, p. 185; Roderich Ptak, 'China and Portugal at Sea', p. 30. Carletti himself joined
 a Melaka-bound vessel in 1599 with the goods he had purchased in Canton (My Voyage, p. 186).
 58 Linschoten, Itinerario. Voyage often Schipvaert, Vol. I, pp. 146-7; Paulo Jorge de Sousa Pinto: 'Melaka,
 Johor and Aceh. A Bird's Eye View over a Portuguese-Malay Triangular Balance', in Nouvelles orientations
 de la recherche sur Vhistoire de VAsie Portugaise, Actes du Colloque, Paris, 3-4 Juin 1994 (Paris: Fondation
 Calouste Gulbenkian, 1997), p. 114.
 59 Manuel Lobato, Pol?tica e comercio dos Portugueses na Insulindia. Malaca e as Molucas de 1575 a 1605
 (Macau: Instituto Portugu?s do Oriente, 1999), pp. 169-70. Lobato estimates that depending on the cargo
 and destination of a particular vessel, about 35-50 per cent of maritime trade in island Southeast Asia, and
 about 80-90 per cent of vessels bound from subcontinental India operated on the commenda system.
 Voyages from China yielded a profit margin of around 200 per cent.
 60 Grotius, DIP, p. 276; Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 382; J. Villiers, 'Doing Business with the "Infidel":
 Merchants, Missionaries and Monarchs in Sixteenth Century Southeast Asia', in Maritime Asia. Profit
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 One should properly say 'most of the cargo on board', for sailors and soldiers
 customarily stored their private 'luggage' on board, commonly known as caixas de
 liberdade, thus effectively blurring the divide between sailors, soldiers and peddlers. How

 much of this 'private luggage' could be brought on board was dependent on one's
 function and rank on the vessel, but many tended to flout the rules and fatally overloaded
 the vessel, or even cluttered the deck to the extent that the ship could not be manoeuvred
 properly.61 Unlike the Dutch, the Portuguese authorities tolerated the involvement of
 their mariners and soldiers in this private trade, and often used it as an inducement to
 get men to join ships along the route known as the Carreira da India. Contrary to many
 romanticised accounts of the Far Eastern trade and discovery, a career on the Carreira
 was highly undesirable and to many spelt disease and almost certain death. It goes
 without saying that it generally attracted only the desperate and destitute.

 The presence of one hundred women and probably also children on board the Sta.
 Catarina, however, is indicative of two possible scenarios. First, in view of the severe
 shortage of skilled personnel to man the vessels, the Portuguese authorities regularly

 made exceptions so that Asians could bring their wives, concubines and children on
 board. Carletti provides a colourful testimony to this effect. Having joined a Melaka
 bound vessel from Macao only three years before the seizure of the Sta. Catarina, he
 describes how 'filthy', 'unseemly' and uninviting conditions were on board, with the
 result that this portion of his voyage became an experience that was best forgotten.
 Carletti also intimates that there was such a sense of confusion on board the crowded

 vessel that one could hardly gain a full picture of what was actually going on. As a man
 who has seen and experienced much on his voyage around the world, he specifically
 bemoans the disgraceful behaviour that certainly went beyond incessant blaspheming
 and cursing.62

 Second, the presence of women and possibly children can also be taken as evidence
 that the Portuguese were actively involved in shipping human cargo out of China. It was
 common practice for vessels departing from China to carry emigrants to other
 destinations in Asia. These 'passengers' would have indentured themselves for the price
 of the voyage.63 Also, officials in the late Ming period were aware and seriously concerned
 that the Portuguese were engaged in slave trading and kidnapping, and periodically

 Maximisation, Ethics and Trade Structure, c. 1300-1800, ed. Karl Anton Sprengard and Roderich Ptak
 (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag, 1994), pp. 156,160, 163.
 61 J. P?gl, 'Beispiele zu einer kritischen Dokumentation des Schiffverkehrs auf der Ostindienroute im
 portugiesischen Schrifttum des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts', in Portuguese Asia. Aspects in History and
 Economic History (Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries) ed. Roderich Ptak, Beitr?ge zur S?dasien
 forschung, S?dasien-Institut, Universit?t Heidelberg, Bd. 117 (Stuttgart: Steiner Verlag, 1987), p. 181. The
 Portuguese experience might very well help explain the stringent rules passed by the Spanish crown
 affecting particularly the shipping between Manila and Acapulco (PI, Vol. XVII, Law X, p. 46, and Law
 XVIII, p. 48.
 62 Carletti, My Voyage, pp. 186-7. It is evident from the account of Thomas Best that the English, too,
 had Asian sailors on board their vessel at the time. Some of them appear to have been hired, while others
 were 'slaves' purchased in Asia; cf. The Voyage of Thomas Best to the East Indies, 1612-1614, ed. William
 Foster (London: Hakluyt Society, 1934), especially pp. 175, 182, 221, 278.
 63 Leonard Bluss?, Strange Company: Chinese Settlers, Mestizo Women and the Dutch in VOC Batavia
 (Dordrecht: Foris Publications, 1986) pp. 109-10. This practice appears to have been relatively common
 at the turn of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The problem was sufficiently serious for the Spanish
 Crown to issue laws specifically prohibiting the transshipment of women slaves from Manila to the New
 World (Ply Vol. XVII, Law LVI [dated 22 April 1608], p. 49).
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 intervened in the hope of stopping it. The fate of the victims, however, was not known to
 them with any degree of certainty. Portuguese activities in slave trading and kidnapping

 were understood by the Chinese as desperate acts of an inferior people in search of food.
 As Kai Cheong Fok explains, 'The origin of the charge that the Portuguese roasted and
 ate the flesh of Chinese children remains obscure. But such accounts of Portuguese
 relishing children's flesh were logical deductions of the misleading belief that they came
 from cannibalistic ancestry.'64 On a more factual note, the case of the Sta. Catarina could
 very well provide concrete evidence that the Portuguese seized, purchased and sold
 women and children for the Macao ?lite and also shipped them to other destinations in
 Asia. One may perhaps safely assume that these young and female 'units of human cargo'
 were destined to be sold as concubines or slaves in Melaka, as the Portuguese did with
 captured peoples from other parts of island Southeast Asia.65

 Diplomatic prelude to the attack

 The motives for attacking the Sta. Catarina have been elaborated upon in
 considerable detail by Grotius. In building up his lengthy apology, the young lawyer
 argues that, on the basis of numerous hostilities committed by the Portuguese against the
 Dutch, as well as on the basis of the laws of public and private war, the seizure of the
 vessel was to be deemed 'just' and 'legal'. In drafting his manuscript, Grotius appears to
 have been influenced by a series of key documents and testimonies, including the official
 testimony of Heemskerk, dated October 11, 1604.66

 Leading up to the attack on the Sta. Catarina were a number of diplomatic
 confrontations between the Portuguese administration in Melaka and the King of Johor,
 and Portuguese atrocities committed against the Dutch in the East Indies. There was also
 an exchange of diplomatic niceties between Heemskerk, the King of Johor, 'Ala'udin
 Ri'ayat Shah III, and the latter's younger half-brother, Raja Bongsu, who was then also
 known as Raja Sabrang, Raja Ilir, or?in Portuguese sources?as 'Rajabon?o'.

 In September 1601, van Neck and his ships reportedly landed off the coast of
 Canton in search of supplies and in the hope of engaging in some trade with the Chinese.
 Van Neck's crew were ambushed on two occasions and twenty members were accused by
 the Portuguese of robbery and piracy. Heemskerk and Grotius report favourably on the
 Chief Magistrate of Canton. He dispatched a eunuch (capado) to intervene in favour of
 the Dutch. To thwart the success of official intervention, the Portuguese swiftly took
 action to execute the captured members of van Neck's crew. Heemskerk reports that the
 Portuguese hastily and in a miscarriage of justice, condemned seventeen men to death by
 hanging and strangulation. It has been suggested by Fruin and Boxer that the execution
 of the Dutch sailors was in retaliation for their earlier attack on Portuguese targets in
 64 K. C. Fok, 'The Macao Formula: A Study of Chinese Management of Westerners from the mid
 Sixteenth Century to the Opium War Period' (Ph.D. diss., University of Hawai'i, 1978), p. 46; idem., 'Early

 Ming Images of the Portuguese', in Historiography of Europeans in Africa and Asia, 1450-1800, ed. Anthony
 Disney, Vol. 4 (An Expanding World) (Brookfield, VT: Variorum, 1995), p. 114.
 65 Fok, 'Early Ming Images', pp. 115-6, 118, 122, 124. See also Paul Anton Tiele, 'Europ?ers in den

 Maleischen Archipel', p. 217; and Marie A. P. Meilink-Roelofsz, Asian Trade and European Influence in the
 Indonesian Archipelago between 1500 and about 1630 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1962) regarding
 Portuguese slavery and slave raiding in insular Southeast Asia (p. 151). The price of purchasing a child
 from impoverished parents in China is quoted by Carletti as being 'two or three Ducats' in 1599 (My
 Voyage, p. 177).
 66 Reproduced in Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', p. 516.
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 Tidore. Albuquerque's letter to Heemskerk does not support Fruin's position, and it is
 also rightly dismissed by Leonard Bluss? in favour of a more complex explanation
 focussing on the impact the Portuguese could expect in the event that the Dutch should
 successfully penetrate the China market.67 The remaining three members of the crew,
 consisting of two youths and the fiscaal, Marten Apius, were brought back to Goa as
 prisoners. In the testimony of Admiral Jakob Corneliszoon van Neck, a total of
 twenty-one persons had been taken captive and condemned to death by hanging and
 drowning, with the sole exception of Apius, who was used by the Portuguese as a source
 of information on Dutch activities in the East Indies.68

 From the testimony of Heemskerk as well as on the basis of a letter he received from
 Fern?o d'Albuquerque, Captain and Governor of Melaka, after the attack on the Sta.
 Catarina, it was particularly the atrocities committed against the members of Admiral
 van Neck's men in Canton and Macao that played a significant role in fuelling the anger
 of Heemskerk and his crew against the Portuguese.69 In this sense, the attack on the Sta.
 Catarina was partially in revenge for atrocities previously committed by the Iberian
 powers in their efforts to violently assert their monopoly of the India trade.

 On learning that the King of Johor had opened his territory to the Dutch for trade,
 the Portuguese in Melaka dispatched an ambassador to Johor. The envoy intimated to the
 King that the Dutch were thieves and expressed his fear that they would arrive at a later
 date with an entire fleet and overrun his land. The occurrence of this was very likely, the
 envoy highlighted, since Dutch had a 'country full of ships'. The ambassador further
 warned of the grave consequences that would arise as a result of concluding a peace
 treaty with the Dutch. In the event that the Johor monarch should contemplate such a
 move, he could henceforth count on having the Portuguese as his arch-enemy. The King
 replied to the Melaka envoy that he had not experienced the Dutch in the ways described
 to him and that if the Portuguese had problems with the Dutch, it was none of his
 business. The Portuguese, the King further contended, had no business in telling him
 what he could do or not do, but on the contrary, should rather abide by his laws since
 they were squatting on land that was rightfully his own.70

 Shortly after this diplomatic skirmish the Portuguese sent three warships and five
 pinnaces to the mouth of the Johor River as a punishment for the King's intransigence.
 The small Portuguese armada is reported to have inflicted serious damage to coastal
 settlements and harassed the King's subjects. It is at this stage, in early December 1602,
 that an envoy of the Johor King approached Heemskerk. Arriving from Patani,71 the
 Johoreans spotted Heemskerk around the island of Tioman and requested by letter of the
 King the assistance of the Dutch in dealing with the Portuguese menace. A decision cast
 67 This account is based on ibid., p. 523; Bluss?, 'Brief Encounter', pp. 655-7; Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far
 East, p. 49; and Grotius, DJP, p. 214. Grotius identifies 'Capado' as the chief magistrate of Canton (p. 199).
 68 Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', pp. 458, 528; Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, p. 49.
 Grotius reports (DJP, p. 200) that the members drowned had their feet 'weighted with rocks' and were then
 'rolled into the sea.'

 69 Grotius mentions a number of other brushes with the Spanish off the coast of the Canary Islands and
 with the Portuguese in Bantam, Amboina, Ternate and elsewhere; see also the Sentence of the Amsterdam
 Admiralty Board, dated 9 September 1604, in DJP, p. 377.
 70 Parallel accounts are in ibid., p. 213, and Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', p. 528.
 71 EIP, 'Discours ende Advertentie', f. 457 recto. Heemskerk had previously departed Patani on 16
 November 1602, where he had witnessed Raja Bongsu's marriage to a Patani princess; see also Coolhaas,
 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', p. 528; Grotius, DJP, p. 214; Andaya, Kingdom of Johor, p. 26.
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 by Heemskerk's naval council on 4 December 1602 fell in favour of attacking the
 Portuguese China fleet arriving from Macao. This decision was reportedly inspired,
 along with the invitation of the Johor monarch, by news of the fate of van Neck's crew in

 Macao.72 Heemskerk exchanged men with the Johoreans as a surety and dispatched one
 of his sailors to the Johorean capital at Batu Sawar, at that time known as 'New Johor', to
 inform the King of this decision. He was also to keep his eyes open for any suspicious
 developments. The invitation of the King could have very well been a Johorean intrigue,
 or indeed, a Portuguese trap. Heemskerk kept the emissary of the Johor monarch on
 board his ship as a hostage.73

 Fruin reports that one carrack arriving early managed to escape the Dutch and
 proceeded unscathed to Melaka.74 Van Ittersum elaborates on this incident in greater
 detail. Apparently Heemskerk was tipped off by residents of Tioman that a Portuguese
 carrack had just passed by on 18 February 1603. Heemskerk ignored this information
 until he received additional concrete information from the crew of a Johorean prahu.
 They reported to have seen a carrack just a few days earlier on the open sea.75 The crew
 invited Heemskerk and the vessels under his command to anticipate the arrival of the
 Portuguese China fleet near the mouth of the Johor River.76 The Dutch were informed
 that since ships passing through the Straits of Singapore would need to 'sail very close to
 shore', this location was much better suited as a place to intercept vessels of the China
 fleet than the open sea around Tioman. In accepting this offer, the Dutch not only sought
 their own revenge against the Portuguese, but had now become allies of convenience of
 the Johor King.77

 The attack and seizure of the Sta. Catarina.

 In his official testimony to the VOC Directorate Heemskerk elaborated in some
 detail on the events that led up to the attack on the China fleet in general, and the Sta.
 Catarina in particular. More information surrounding the incident derives from a
 hitherto unpublished letter of Heemskerk, dated 27 August 1603, that is addressed to the
 Heeren XVII and is adduced by Van Ittersum in her recent paper.

 Heemskerk's vessels arrived at the mouth of the Johor River on 24 February 1603.
 The Dutch learnt that the first carrack that escaped their attention off the coast of
 Tioman had already passed through the Straits of Singapore some five days earlier. To
 Heemskerk's great fortune, the Sta. Catarina was spotted lying at anchor the following
 morning, 25 February.78 This large carrack, one of several vessels that evidently

 72 Grotius, DJP, p. 311; Bluss?, 'Brief Encounter', p. 662.
 73 EIP, 'Discours ende Advertentie', f. 457 verso; Tiele, 'Europ?ers in den Maleischen Archipel', p. 196; van
 Ittersum, 'Hugo Grotius in Context', pp. 25-6. In Dutch source material, Batu Sawar is commonly referred
 to as 'the old city (de Jonge, Opkomst van het Nederlandsch, Vol. I, p. 76), but in Portuguese and Spanish
 sources it is referred to as 'the new city' or 'new Johor' (J?r Novo); see de Coutre, Andanzas asi?ticas, pp.
 105, 164-5; and Lobato, Pol?tica e comercio, p. 55.
 74 Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 382.
 75 Van Ittersum, 'Hugo Grotius in Context', pp. 25-6; Tiele, 'Europ?ers in den Maleischen Archipel', p. 196.
 76 Muller: 'The Malay Peninsula and Europe in the Past', Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic
 Society, 67 (1914): 58.
 77 Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', p. 528-9; this aspect is highlighted by Grotius in De Jure
 Prcedce (1964 ed.), p. 316 as part of his defense of the Sta. Catarinas seizure.
 78 EIP, 'Discours ende Advertentie', f. 458 recto.
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 comprised the Portuguese China fleet, was taken under fire in an exchange that
 reportedly began after sunrise and lasted for most of the daylight hours. The Dutch
 hurled cannon fire through the Sta. Catarinas sails, a well-chosen strategy because it
 immobilised the vessel, yet spared the cargo from serious damage. Portuguese reports
 touching on the incident claim that the efforts of the soldiers on board the Sta. Catarina
 were seriously hampered by the presence of women and other non-military personnel,
 such as, for example, the merchants and children on board the ship.79 There was evidently
 great confusion in the cramped and overloaded Sta. Catarina.

 The seventeenth-century historian Emmanuel van Meteren blamed the Portuguese
 defeat partially on crude weaponry and partially on the low-profile design of the
 Alkmaar and Witte Leeuw, which were comparatively small vessels and lay low in the
 water.80 However, the ship design would have made little difference if the skills of the crew
 manning the guns had been on a par, which in view of the one-sided barrage of fire
 between the Dutch vessels and the Sta. Catarina, was evidently not the case. Carletti, who
 experienced an attack by the Dutch off the island of St. Helena on his return voyage to
 Lisbon in the year 1602, laments the idiosyncratic and to him quite incomprehensible
 practice of the Portuguese of selling the offices of constable and bombardier to the
 highest bidder. Such sales took place irrespective of previous experience and a basic skills
 test was the only qualification required. These predispositions certainly did not provide
 the ground for a fair match with the Dutch enemy who, as Carletti observed, was so
 skilled in the use of artillery that he never missed his target. By contrast, the Portuguese
 vessel experienced serious difficulties returning fire.81

 The fate of the other ships comprising the China fleet is not known with any degree
 of certainty. Judging from the testimony of Heemskerk as well as the official sentence of
 the Amsterdam Admiralty Board, the convoy did consist of several ships that are
 subsequently identified as carracks and junks. Additional evidence deriving from
 Portuguese sources confirms that a Chinese junk was captured by Heemskerk's Johorean
 allies. At least one vessel is known to have escaped the attention of the Dutch and
 proceeded unscathed to Melaka. The wording of the Amsterdam Admiralty Board's
 sentence suggests that the other vessels in the convoy failed to protect the Sta. Catarina,
 and did not engage in battle on the scene of action.82

 The Dutch authors emphasise that throughout the hostilities, a member of the Johor
 royal family was on board Heemskerk's flagship. Johann Theodore and Johann Israel de
 Bry's Indice Orientalis Pars Octava and Fran?ois Valentijn's key work Oud en Nieuw Oost
 Indi?n both identify the presence of Raja Bongsu, while Grotius claims that it was the
 Johor King himself.83 According to a petition of Heemskerk to the Dutch States-General
 79 Grotius, DJP, p. 385.
 80 Meteren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, f. 148 recto; Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 382; Botelho e
 Sousa, Subsidios, Vol. I, p. 501 note 1.
 81 Carletti, My Voyage, p. 233; Enthoven, 'Zeeland en de opkomst', p. 195. Carletti's testimony does not
 square with the evidence of Grotius, who claims that the Portuguese had provoked the Zealanders (DJP,
 p. 215); Grotius gives the date of this incident as 16 March 1602.
 82 Ibid., pp. 375-6,386; Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', pp. 528-9; see also Boxer, Fidalgos
 in the Far East, p. 50. Coolhaas refers to 'Caracquen van China, while Grotius mentions a 'Chinesische
 luncd or 'loncke.

 83 Grotius, DJP, p. 203; Johann Theodore and Johann Israel de Bry, Indice Orientalis Pars Octava (Latin
 text by M. Gothardus Artus) (1607), p. 86 ; a partial English translation of Valentijn's work is in Hervey,
 'Fran?ois Valentyn's Account'.
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 and cited by Van Ittersum, it follows that the King was on board Heemskerk's flagship,
 the Witte Leeuw, together with Johorean orang kaya. Considerable significance is attached
 to this personal presence. It enables Grotius, amongst other things, to advance the claim
 that the Portuguese were despoiled by the Dutch under the direct auspices of the Johor

 monarch as allies in his just public war against Portugal.84
 As evening fell, the Sta. Catarina had been badly damaged after several hits by

 cannon fire, and was leaking dangerously. The ship was apparently drifting toward rocky
 shores or a shoal. From the various early-modern descriptions and navigational
 instructions for the region, it is known that the waters were dotted with reefs that
 appeared at low tide. Given the strong current through the Straits, it is likely that the Sta.
 Catarina was drifting off the eastern coast of the main island of Singapore, perhaps near
 one of the reefs that now sit under reclaimed land around present-day Tanah Merah.
 There was a real threat that if action was not taken soon, both the vessel and cargo would
 be lost to the sea. The Portuguese Captain Serr?o and his crew, now counting seventy
 casualties, surrendered by showing the white flag. Heemskerk then dispatched a sloop to
 the captain and crew of the besieged carrack. Ship and cargo would be forfeited in return
 for their lives and unimpeded passage to Melaka. Meanwhile, he salvaged silk, sugar,
 porcelain, as well as precious woods from the cargo of the carrack, and stashed these in
 the Witte Leeuw and the Alkmaar. This move lightened the load of the ailing Portuguese
 carrack for the time being.85

 Negotiations with the Portuguese after the seizure

 Heemskerk fulfilled his end of the surrender conditions and brought all survivors to
 Melaka. In what appears to be a matter of precaution, he retained on board his vessel a
 number of important Portuguese prisoners, including the Catholic priest, Fray Antonio,
 and Sebasti?o Serr?o, Captain of the ill-fated Sta. Catarina. There followed an exchange
 of letters between Heemskerk, safely anchored on an 'island off the coast of Melaka'
 (named in one source as the Ilha Grande) and the Portuguese authorities on shore.86

 A letter drafted by the city scribe Paulo Mendes de Vasconcelos dated 9 March 1603 and
 co-signed by members of Melaka's city council followed protocol and in a plain,
 straightforward tone thanked Heemskerk for keeping good faith. The letter also concedes
 to the Dutch that they were extremely fortunate to encounter this richly laden vessel
 from China, and that it had fallen into their hands as a result of a 'secret and unknown

 judgement of God.'87
 That very same day the Captain and Governor of Melaka, Fern?o d'Albuquerque,

 extended his gratitude to the Dutch and expanded on why Heemskerk was so fortunate
 as to capture the vessel. In defence of the soldiers on board, Albuquerque conceded that
 the presence of so many women, merchants and other 'useless persons' on the ship
 84 Grotius, DJP, pp. 297, 299; van Ittersum, 'Hugo Grotius in Context', p. 38 note 97.
 85 This account is pieced together from Meieren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, ff. 122 verso and 148
 recto; Corte ende sekere Beschryvinghe, f. 1 verso; Botelho e Sousa, Subsidios, Vol. I, p. 501; Tiele, 'Europ?ers
 in den Maleischen Archipel', p. 196; EIP, 'Discours ende Advertentie', f. 458 recto; Grotius, DJP, p. 378; and
 Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 382.
 86 The replies of the Portuguese dignitaries can be found at the end of Grotius, DJP, and in Theodor
 and de Bry, Indice Orientalis, pp. 10-12. Dutch-language copies are printed in Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het
 historische gedeelte', pp. 531-5.
 87 Grotius, DIP, pp. 385, 277.
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 seriously hampered the efforts at counter-attack, explaining that their presence in such
 'emergencies' was a serious 'impediment'. The Portuguese governor further noted that
 the Dutch were lucky not to have encountered any other Portuguese vessels, especially his
 own, the presence of which could have 'made a difference' in the 'protection of the ships'
 attacked.88

 Albuquerque also addressed the issue of the earlier fate of van Neck and members
 of the latter's crew executed in Macao. Clothes of the Dutch mates reportedly had been
 found on board the captured Sta. Catarina. The Portuguese governor very much
 regretted the incident, especially the trivial grounds on which the atrocity had been
 committed, and specifically highlighted that the culprit already had been arrested and
 was awaiting execution. Albuquerque then proceeded to ask Heemskerk a favour that
 went beyond releasing the remaining high-profile prisoners in Dutch captivity. Referring
 to the 'junk from China' that had been captured during the hostilities by 'the Malays', he
 asked Heemskerk to intervene with the King of Johor and Raja Bongsu to negotiate the
 release of the hostages taken, and secure their safe passage to Melaka.89

 From a second letter of Albuquerque, dated 26 March 1603, it transpires that the
 said hostages held by the Johoreans had still not been released. Writing to Heemskerk, he
 provided further details of what had occurred and how the problem should be solved.
 Professing his friendship once more, he asked the Dutchman to do his best to negotiate
 with the King of Johor and his brother Raja Bongsu for the release of Portuguese subjects
 and other 'Christians' held prisoners 'under the pretext of peace'. Concerning the junk
 captured by the Johoreans in battle from which the Portuguese and 'other Christian
 hostages' had been taken, Albuquerque declined to place any demands on the King for
 restitution, as he knew well that 'the booty had already been divided among the
 [Johorean] soldiers'. He emphasised that he only wanted 'the Portuguese and the

 Christians' freed. He assured Heemskerk that they enjoyed no dignity among their
 captors. In order to assist with the negotiations for the release, Albuquerque entrusted
 Heemskerk with two Portuguese envoys by the name of Philip Lobo and Peter
 Mascarenas. Nothing is said about the subsequent fate of the Portuguese hostages held.90

 Perhaps the most moving letter reproduced by Johann Theodor de Bry is dated 24
 March 1603 and is written by Sebasti?o Serr?o, the Captain of the Sta. Catarina and a
 casado of Goa. Expressing his gratitude to Heemskerk, he regretted that he was not in a
 position to show this in any other way but through words, for, as one reads, Captain
 Serr?o had lost everything. Stripped of his cargo ? in which he had doubtless placed a
 good part of his personal fortune ? and far away from Goa, he confessed that all he now
 owned were the clothes he was wearing, and even those had been virtually torn to shreds
 during the exchange of fire. The financially broken Captain humbly requested
 Heemskerk to send him 'a piece of felt' from which he could sew for himself new clothes.
 He would take this not only as a gesture of friendship, but as alms and in memory of the

 88 Meteren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, f. 148 recto; Grotius, DIP, p. 385.
 89 Ibid., pp. 276, 378, 385-6. The contents of this letter contrast sharply with Grotius' claim that the
 Portuguese authorities customarily failed 'to take steps for the punishment of Portuguese individuals
 because of the crimes perpetrated by the latter against the Dutch' and that they'protect[ed]... malefactors
 and impede[d] the infliction of punishment' (p. 273).
 90 Ibid., p. 386; Jacques de Coutre claims that there were about fifty Christian hostages in all (de Coutre,
 Andanzas asi?ticas, p. 169).
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 miserable condition in which he had been captured and later set free.91
 It was not just Captain Serr?o who suffered a severe financial setback. Boxer notes

 that losses incurred as a result of the Sta. Catarinas seizure alone amounted to one conto

 de ouro or one million Cruzados.92 This, together with the despoliation of several other
 vessels in 1605, cast the heavily indebted merchant community of Macao into financial
 calamity from which they made a surprising rebound in the following years. Still,
 persistent plundering by the Dutch virtually cut Macao off from the rest of the
 Portuguese Empire in Subcontinental India and Europe, and drove the merchants of the
 enclave into ever greater dependency on their trade with China and Japan.93

 Portuguese responses

 The beginning of the seventeenth century marked the zenith of the Portuguese
 Carreira trade, yet the dawn of the new century would also see the Lusitanian kingdom
 and its Asian possessions placed on the defensive. With the Union of the Two Crowns in
 place after 1580, that is, the personal union of Spain and Portugal under Habsburg rule,
 Spain's avowed enemies in the Atlantic ? England and the United Provinces ? extended
 their attacks to Portuguese targets. By the 1590s, the Dutch had emerged as a formidable

 menace to Portuguese commercial interests in the Cape region, India and Southeast Asia.
 Dutch captains of the voorcompagni?n (the VOC's predecessors), such as Heemskerk who
 was employed and equipped by the Oude Amsterdamsche Compagnie, were issued express
 instructions from Stadholder Prince Maurice of Orange to 'defend' themselves against
 any party that might seek to impede their voyage or inflict harm, and to seek reparations
 for damages suffered.94 The attack on the Sta. Catarina should also be understood against
 the background of these instructions, as well as Luso-Spanish efforts to obstruct other
 European nations from travelling to, and trading in, what they clearly considered their
 exclusive commercial preserve.

 The Sta. Catarina incident reflects a widely publicised step in what was to escalate
 into more violent mood of hostility between the two seaborne Atlantic nations in Asia in
 general, and in the waters around the Kingdom of Johor in particular. Captains of the
 VOC were issued instructions to attack not just any public enemy, but the number one
 enemy, now specifically identified as Spain and Portugal. This anti-Lusitanian stance
 marks a sharp contrast to the privileges formerly bestowed on Portugal, as well as the
 sense of optimism that once prevailed among Dutch traders, who supported the
 contender Dom Antonio for the throne, and hoped to find a special commercial
 relationship with Portugal, since Dom Antonio was the father-in-law of the Stadholder,
 Prince Maurice of Orange.95 Those hopes, however, had dissipated by the turn of the
 seventeenth century.

 The Portuguese authorities in Melaka, Goa, Macao and the Moluccas were seriously

 91 Grotius, DJP, p. 387; on Serr?o, see de Coutre, Andanzas asi?ticas, p. 169, where the captain is named
 'Baltazar Ser?n', and DUP, p. 255.
 92 Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, p. 50; de Coutre claims the value of the cargo amounted to 'two million
 de ouro' (de Coutre, Andanzas asi?ticas, p. 169).
 93 Roderich Ptak, 'An Outline of Macao's Economic Development, circa 1557-1640', in Collected Papers
 of the XXIXth Congress of Chinese Studies, ed. Tilemann Grimm, Peter M. Kuhfus and Gudrun Wacker
 (T?bingen: Attempto Verlag, 1988), pp. 171-2.
 94 Grotius, DJP, p. 376.
 95 Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', p. 424; Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 374.
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 concerned about the flurry of diplomatic activity on part of the voorcompagni?n and later
 the VOC, as well as the rapidly growing penetration of Dutch commerce into the area
 that formed their own sphere of influence in the region. In view of these developments,
 the Portuguese Viceroy in Goa issued instructions to his brother Manuel as well as

 Admiral Andr? Furtado de Mendon?a to the effect that the Dutch were to be prevented
 from accessing or conducting trade in the East Indies. Aceh 'and other places' ? notably
 Bantam, Johor and Patani ? had, he noted, opened their doors to trade with Portugal's
 European competitors, and the United Provinces even consolidated formal diplomatic
 relations with Aceh, Johor and later Siam. Force, the Viceroy said, was to be applied
 against Asian rulers who broke agreements concluded with the Portuguese. Others were
 to be brought into Portugal's commercial and political orbit, also by force if necessary.96

 Against the background of these developments, the Sta. Catarina incident emerges as a
 crucial turning point in relations on the Malay Peninsula and the region of the Straits,
 affecting not only economic and political ties between Portugal and Johor, but also the
 long-term prosperity of port cities in Portuguese India, including specifically Melaka and

 Macao. On the basis of a letter addressed to the Viceroy in Goa dating from 1604, King
 Philip II of Portugal himself took a hand in devising plans for reining in local Asian
 overlords and expelling the Dutch from the Indies once and for all.97

 About the time of Heemskerk's seizure of the Sta. Catarina, the Portuguese had
 already assumed a more aggressive stance in their counter-offensive, on both the military
 and diplomatic fronts. An armada of thirty warships set sail in 1601 under the command
 of Furtado de Mendon?a. This fleet subsequently sailed through the Straits of Sunda and
 onward to the Moluccas.98 The Portuguese Admiral's armada, with no less than 600
 Portuguese and many mesti?o soldiers on board, engaged four ships and one cutter
 (jacht) sailing under the command of Dutch Admiral Wolffert Hermanszoon between 6
 and 7 January 1602. The outcome was disastrous for the Portuguese, and their attempt
 to capture Bantam by force was foiled. This was possible because a Chinese merchant
 provided the Dutch with timely information on the approaching Portuguese armada.99
 Significantly, their reputation as a military might in the region was seriously dented and

 Malay princes weary of Portugal's heavy-handed politics of coercion began to side with
 the Dutch and other European trading powers.

 Johor's relations with the Portuguese can be described as patchy, oscillating, and
 even in the best of times, diplomatically strained. It is against this background that one
 is to understand the grievance expressed by Melaka officials in their epistolary report
 dating from December 1605. They contended that the king of Johor was 'never a true
 friend' of Portugal.100 After the departure of Heemskerk, the Portuguese sent a punitive
 expeditionary force to the Johor Kingdom. The Portuguese naval force under Est?vao

 96 Grotius, DJP, p. 272. Concerning the life of the admiral, see Mario de Mendo?a Fraz?o, Andr? Furtado
 de Mendon?a, o Grande Capit?o (Lisbon: Servi?os Gr?ficos da Liga dos Combatentes, 1987); Charles R.
 Boxer and Fraz?o de Vasconcelos, Andr? Furtado de Mendon?a, 1558-1610 (Macau: Fundac?o Oriente and
 Centro de Estudios Mar?timos de Macau, 1989), especially p. 38.
 97 De Sousa Pinto, Portugueses e Malaios, p. 122.
 98 DUP, p. 257; de Sousa Pinto, Portugueses e Malaios, p. 118.
 99 Grotius, DJP, pp. 207, 272, 376; AHRB, p. 426; Meteren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, f. 122 verso;
 J. V. Mills, 'Two Dutch-Portuguese Sea-Fights', JMBRAS, 16, 1 (1938): 139; B. H. M. Vlekke, The Story of
 the Dutch East Indies (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1946), p. 75.
 100 DUP,p. 254.
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 Teixeira de Macedo moved up the Johor River and laid siege to the capital city Batu Sawar
 in the first days of October 1603.

 Admiral Wijbrandt van Warwijk, commanding a fleet of fourteen ships,101 received
 in Bantam a message from his Vice-Admiral Pietersz van Enkhuisen. According to the
 testimony of one David Lochum, the message stated that Pietersz was approached in the
 Straits of Singapore by a prahu carrying the Raja Bongsu on board. The King's brother
 spoke of a Portuguese assault by two galleons, six galleys and 24 pinnaces (the figures
 vary). Raja Bongsu emphasised that, unless the Dutch came to their assistance, Johor
 would be lost to the Portuguese. Fran?ois Valentijn adds that Jacob Buijzen, the resident
 supercargo of the Dutch in Johor, wrote on 7 October 1603, and 'begged earnestly' that
 Dutch troops might assist the Johoreans 'in relieving his city from the [Portuguese]
 siege.'102 Pietersz swiftly responded and dispatched two vessels and a cutter to the mouth
 of the Johor River. On spotting the enemy vessels, the Portuguese quickly sought to
 escape to sea, fearing that the Dutch would impose a blockade at the mouth of the Johor
 River. Pietersz, commanding the two vessels Zierikzee and Hollandsche Tuin, successfully
 engaged the Portuguese armada for a period of between two and four days. With the
 Portuguese vanquished, the King and his troops were able to relieve the royal residence
 and town of Batu Sawar.103

 The military defeat of Teixeira de Macedo's fleet by a mere two ships of the Dutch
 dealt a serious blow to Portuguese military prestige not unlike the earlier defeat of the
 Portuguese armada at Bantam. Not surprisingly, the Portuguese acted swiftly and
 decisively. Fern?o d'Albuquerque, who had served as Captain and Governor of Melaka
 since 1598, was replaced in September 1603 by Andr? Furtado de Mendon?a for a three
 year term.104 The latter used the occasion of his new appointment to launch a diplomatic
 offensive on Johor, which he hoped would then move closer into the orbit of Portugal's
 commercial and political interests and expel the Dutch agents of the VOC from the
 kingdom, and preferably from the entire region. His overtures for peace launched on 8
 February 1604, however, were dismissed outright by the King and ignored by Raja
 Bongsu, who in these and subsequent attempts (specifically in 1608)105 not only proved
 himself a staunch supporter of Dutch interests, but also wielded considerable but not
 unchallenged political power at the Johor court.

 Through these events Portugal's position and prestige had become weakened by the
 opening years of the seventeenth century. This is evident not only from their resort to
 diplomacy so as to buy more time, but also from their inability to stop the Dutch from

 101 Three vessels of this fleet were dispatched to Aceh, while the remaining eleven proceeded to Bantam;
 Dutch-Asiatic Shipping in the 17 and 18 Centuries, ed. J. R. Bruin, F. S. Gaastra and I. Sch?ffer, Rijks
 Geschiedkundige Publication, Gro?te Serie, vols. 165 and 167 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1979-1987),
 pp. 14-5.
 102 Hervey, 'Fran?ois Valentyn's Account', p. 128.
 103 Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', p. 506; Boxer and de Vasconcelos, Andr? Furtado, p. 78b
 has a contemporary woodcut of the incident by de Bry; cf. also E. Netscher, De Nederlanders in Djohor en
 Siak (Batavia: Bruining & Wijt, 1870), p. 8. Grotius reports that the battle lasted for two days (DJP, p. 318).
 104 Boxer and de Vasconcelos, Andr? Furtado, p. 55. Fern?o d'Albuquerque subsequently served as

 Viceroy of Portuguese India between 1619 and 1622.
 105 Hervey, 'Fran?ois Valentyn's Account', p. 129; cf. the letter of Admiral Paulus van Caerden to the

 Heeren XVII, dated 8 May 1608, printed as Bijlage 7 in De derde reis van de VOC naar Oost-Indi? onder het
 beleid van Admiraal Paulus van Caerden uitgezeilt in 1606, ed. A. de Booy, Vol. 2 (The Hague: Martinus
 Nijhoff, 1970), p. 142.
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 attacking and seizing vessels of their merchant fleet. The years 1603-1609 represent a
 period of significant Dutch presence that protected the Johor Kingdom from being
 overrun by its enemies.

 What began as a single incident off the coast of Johor established itself with a
 pattern of predictable and alarming regularity to the Portuguese. In the year 1605,
 another carrack arriving from Macao, the Santo Antonio, was seized by the Dutch while
 in repair at the port of Patani without firing a gunshot. A Portuguese report of December
 1605 states that it was together with a carrack laden with silver and escorted by a royal
 Portuguese galleon.106 The Santo Antonio bore a cargo destined for Melaka and Goa that
 was officially valued by the Portuguese at 80,000 Cruzados and reminiscent of the Sta.
 Catarinas load comprising silks, sugar, camphor, musk, spelter and porcelain. A second
 Portuguese vessel arriving from Cochin-China laden with textiles, angelwood, benzoin
 and camphor was captured near Pedra Branca, a few nautical miles to the East of
 Singapore.107 The third, fourth and fifth victims of Dutch freebooting activities that year
 included a galleon captured in the Straits of Singapore, a junk conveying provisions for

 Melaka, and a vessel arriving from Solor carrying a cargo of sandalwood and sea-turtle
 shell.108

 It was evident to the Portuguese in Melaka that they were fighting against time and
 that reinforcement of the city was imperative. An epistolary report compiled in
 December 1605 speaks of the need to reinforce Melaka against future assaults. It appears
 that these arrived just in time, including a contingent of Japanese adventurers. The skill
 and fierceness of the Japanese soldiers was widely acknowledged by Europeans, and some
 years later Governor-General Coen himself would confirm that'Japanese soldiers are just
 as good as ours.'109 Melaka was attacked by the fleet of Cornelis Matelieff de Jonghe in

 May 1606, and serious damage was inflicted on the city.110 Further armed conflicts
 between the Dutch and Portuguese at sea ensued within weeks and included engaging
 the armada of Admiral Manuel Mascarenhas off Cape Radiado in August and again in
 October 1606.

 Black propaganda directed against Spain was published in abundance during the
 Eighty Years'War with the Low Countries. Portugal was now simply another target added
 to the list of acknowledged public enemies.111 The Dutch were not only formidable
 106 DUP, p. 254. See also the letter of the Camera de Macau to the King of Portugal, dated 3 December
 1605, in Boxer and de Vasconcelos, Andr? Furtado, p. 56. On the seizure, see 'Historische Verhael Vande
 Reyse...van...Wybrandt van Waerwijk...', in Isaac Commelin, Begin ende Voortgang van de Vereenighde
 Nederlantsche Geoctroyeerde Oost-Indische Compagnie. Vervatende de voornaemste reysen ..., Vol. II,
 (Amsterdam : voor Johannes Jansson, 1646), pp. 81-83; Boxer, Fidalgos in the Far East, p. 51; Tiele,
 'Europ?ers in den Maleischen Archipel', p. 238; Terpstra, Factorij der Oostindische Compagnie, p. 24.
 107 DUP, p. 255; 'Historische Verhael', pp. 82-3; Hervey, 'Fran?ois Valentyn's Account', p. 130; Tiele,
 'Europeers in den Maleischen Archipel', p. 238.
 108 'Historische Verhael', p. 83; DUP, p. 255; Boxer and de Vasconcelos, Andr? Furtado, p. 55; Manuel

 Teixeira, The Portuguese Missions in Malacca and Singapore, Vol. 1, Malacca (Lisbon: Agencia Geral do
 Ultramar, 1961 ), p. 225; Hervey, 'Fran?ois Valentyn's Account', pp. 130-1; Terpstra, Factorij der Oostindische
 Compagnie, p. 26.
 109 Vlekke, Story of the Dutch East Indies, p. 8; Luis Coelho de Barbuda, Reyes de Portugal y Empresas

 Militares de Lusitanos, escripias por Luys Coello de Barbuda criado de su Magestad, natural y vesino de la
 ciudad de Lisboa (Lisbon: Pedro Craesbeck, 1624), f. 321.
 110 DUP, p. 259; de Sousa Pinto, 'Melaka, Johor and Aceh', p. 122; Sanjay Subrahmanyam, Comercio e
 Confuto. A Presen?a Portuguesa no Golfo de Bengala, 1500-1700 (Lisbon: Edi?oes 70, 1994), pp. 181-2.
 111 Phillips, 'Growth and composition', p. 320.
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 opponents on the battlefield or at sea, but were masters in the 'battle of the books' as well.
 They engaged their finest minds to attack their enemies in words. Grotius' De fure
 Prcedce, and its by-product, Mare Liberum, were written in this tradition of the wicked
 pen. Here the young and talented Dutch lawyer asserted the natural right of all nations
 to sail the high seas and find access to markets claimed by Portugal and Spain. The
 Portuguese were significantly slower in resorting to the pen to counter Dutch attacks
 launched via the printing press. A Portuguese scholar of law and theology by the name
 of Francisco Serafim de Freitas, wrote a response to Grotius in which he defended the
 justness of Portugal's monopoly and empire in Asia. This cogent response to Grotius'
 anonymously published booklet Mare Liberum is sadly neglected by modern scholarship.
 Its publication was said to have been delayed by the King of Spain, perhaps on worries
 that its release would cause problems in the truce signed with the Netherlands in 1609
 and due to elapse after twelve full years. Freitas's book was finally published in Valladolid
 1625 after the expiry of the Twelve-Year Truce. Grotius thought it was a piece worthy of
 a reply, but he himself evidently became bogged down with other concerns and never got
 around to it.112

 The home voyage

 On April 3, 1603, Heemskerk's convoy comprising the Witte Leeuw, Alkmaar and
 Sta. Catarina set sail for the Javanese port of Bantam, where they arrived just over two
 weeks later, on 20 June. There they met with two other vessels, the Eendracht and the
 Maeght van Enkhuysen, which were on their return voyage to Europe and reached
 Bantam ten days later. Part of the Sta. Catarinas looted cargo was sold and the proceeds
 used to purchase pepper. Repairs were also necessary on the ailing carrack to make it
 sufficiently seaworthy for the return voyage around the Cape, and several months would
 pass before Heemskerk would embark on the homebound sailing across the Indian and
 Atlantic Oceans. The Eendracht and Maeght van Enkhuysen set sail for Europe in June
 1603 and arrived in the Netherlands in March of the following year. The crew brought

 with them the news of Heemskerk's stunning prize and fired the imaginations of traders
 who now eagerly awaited his return.113

 Heemskerk's three vessels set sail for Europe only in October 1603 and the
 homeward voyage would not be without serious problems. First the Alkmaar, which was
 carrying a part of the Sta. Catarinas booty, began to leak. Sent to shore to make
 necessary repairs, the vessel was subsequently found lacking seaworthiness and
 abandoned in the Bay of Antogil. The cargo was later salvaged and transferred to another
 ship, the 360-tonne Hof van Holland which, together with the 260-tonne cutter the

 112 Seraphim de Freitas, De Justo Imperio Lusitanorum Asi?tico (Valladolid, 1625). See also H. Grotius,
 'Defense of Chapter V of the Mare Liberum, in Some Less Known Works of Hugo Grotius, ed. H. F. Wright,
 Bibliotheca Visseriana, 7 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1928) p. 155: T was expecting that some Spaniard would write
 a reply to my little book, a thing which I hear was done at Salamanca, but as yet I have not happened to
 see that book'; Letter to Willem de Groot, 1 April 1617, in Briefwisseling van Hugo Grotius, 1597-1618, ed.
 P. C. Molhuysen, Rijks-Geschiedkundige Publication, Gro?te Serie, Vol. 64 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,
 1928), letter no. 507, pp. 565-6: 'There was someone who wrote against the Mare Liberum at Salamanca,
 but the book is being suppressed by the King of Spain.' On Mare Liberum, see also Borschberg, 'Hugo
 Grotius', p. 227.
 113 Meteren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, f. 148 recto; Tiele, 'Europ?ers in den Maleischen Archipel', p.
 197; Terpstra, Factorij der Oostindische Compagnie, p. 12; Fruin,'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 384; PI, XV, p. 309.
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 Medemblik, was on an outward journey to Bantam as part of a larger fleet of Admiral
 Stevin van der Hagen and sailing under the immediate command of Cornelis
 Bastianszoon. The Hof van Holland separated from its companion and embarked on the
 homeward journey around the Cape, returning to the Netherlands in March 1605.114

 The remaining two vessels, Heemskerk's Witte Leeuw and the Sta. Catarina,
 continued their homeward voyage, but in the process became separated from one
 another. Attrition was particularly severe on the captured Portuguese vessel, which saw
 its new Dutch crew decimated from sixty to eight persons by the time it was intercepted
 by Admiral Pieter Verhoeff off the coast of Dover and escorted to Holland. Armed vessels
 had been sent out to greet Heemskerk's returning ships, and it was important that they
 prevent the Sta. Catarina and its cargo from being impounded by the English pending
 investigations into the legitimacy of Heemskerk's seizure. Rumours abounded that
 considerable diplomatic pressure had been exerted on the court of King James I/VI to
 take action for the sake of existing and future Hispano-English cooperation.115

 The Sta. Catarina was escorted to the Netherlands with an additional twenty
 member crew and brought to the river Eems for unloading. The flagship Witte Leeuw ran
 days later into the port of Texel. On 17 July 1604 Heemskerk gave his testimony before
 the States-General of the United Provinces on his attack and seizure of the Portuguese
 vessel that had taken place almost one-and-a-half years earlier.116

 Legal considerations and the auction

 Before the almost legendary auction of the Sta. Catarinas cargo would take place,
 there were a number of legal issues that demanded immediate attention. The first
 problem concerned the justification of the seizure. Prior to the formation of the VOC,
 Dutch vessels had been instructed to engage in combat only for the purpose of self
 defence. During Heemskerk's absence from Europe, however, the line against Portugal
 hardened noticeably.117 Article 37 of the VOC's charter names Portugal together with
 Spain as an enemy of state, rendering their interests liable to attack and seizure as booty
 of war. It is known from the Resolutions of the States-General of the United Netherlands

 that several Admiralty Boards, most of which were quite evidently strapped for cash on
 account of the on-going war effort with the Spanish-Habsburg Empire, laid claims to

 114 Meteren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, f. 148 recto/verso; Fruin,'Onuitgegeven werk', p. 386; Bruin et
 al. ed., Dutch-Asiatic Shipping, p. 19. After the attack on the Sta. Catarina, this was the second time that
 the goods, especially the silk, became water damaged.
 115 Meieren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, f. 148 recto; Bruin et al. ed., Dutch-Asiatic Shipping, p. 19;
 Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', pp. 384-5.
 116 An oral account and justification of the Sta. Catarina incident was given on 17 July 1604; see
 Resoluti?n der Staten-Generaal van 1576 tot 1609, ed. H. H. P. Rijperman, Rijks Geschiedkundige
 Publication, Grote Serie, Vol. 101 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1957), p. 223. On the ship's arrival, see
 the citation in Netscher, Nederlanders en Djohor, p. 8 note 2, where the caracque mentioned is no doubt
 the Sta. Catarina.

 117 On pre-VOC policy, see the printed sentence of the Amsterdam Admiralty Board, Grotius, DJP, p.
 376. The subsequently tougher line on Portugal appears to have been known to other European powers,
 as suggested by the report of the English delegation to the Privy Council of 10 May 1613, reproduced in:
 G. N. Clark and W. J. M. van Eysinga, The Colonial Conferences between England and the Netherlands in
 1613 and 1615, Part I, Bibliotheca Visseriana, Vol. 15 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1940), p. 118: 'For prevention

 whereof the States, joining divers Companies into one, did in the year 1600 send such shipping into the
 Indies, as might openly with a compacted power make war against the Portugals.'
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 their share of the Sta. Catarinas prize. The Admiralty Boards of Enkuysen and Hoorn
 petitioned for a sum of 30,000 Guilders, half the money to be paid at once and the
 remaining 15,000 Guilders to be paid over a period of three months. It transpires from
 the history of the Dutch East India Company by Pieter van Dam that the total proceeds
 to the Admiralty Boards from the prize of the Sta. Catarina amounted to 450,000
 Guilders, representing a share of just slightly in excess of the conventional twenty percent
 (the so-called gerechtichheid van het land).ns

 The hardening Lusophobia of the Dutch finds further testimony from a resolution
 of the States-General dating from August 5, 1603, which identifies Portugal's policy
 toward the Dutch on the issue of trade in Asia as one of relentless obstruction. According
 to Grotius and the Spanish sources he consulted for the purpose of writing his legal
 apology De Jure Prcedce, the act of preventing or actively impeding a party from
 exercising any one of the rights bestowed by nature is in itself a sufficient legal ground
 upon which to initiate and wage a just war.119

 Within a period of just a few years, Dutch attitudes toward Portugal had shifted
 from hope to complete disillusionment. This set the ground for justifying the seizure of
 the Sta. Catarina as a legitimate act of war, in retaliation for provocations by the
 Portuguese on Dutch commercial interests and on the grounds that Portuguese subjects
 served the same Habsburg monarch who not only ruled as King Philip II of Portugal, but
 simultaneously as Philip III of Spain. This line of reasoning is reflected, among other
 documents, in the official verdict of the Amsterdam Admiralty Board of 9 September,
 1604.120

 Moreover, if the attack on and seizure of the Sta. Catarina was an act of war, then

 such booty would fall to the sovereign party on whose behalf war was being waged. Apart
 from the State of Holland (the Generality was not the seat of Dutch republican
 sovereignty at the time), the prize could have also been claimed by the King of Johor.
 Grotius claimed in his De fure Prcedce that the prize seized in the King's just war against
 Portugal could have been ceded to Heemskerk by some treaty or other formal
 arrangement, but he remained - perhaps deliberately - vague as to whether such a treaty
 or arrangement was ever entered into.121

 118 Rijperman ed., Resoluti?n der Staten-Generaal, entry dated 31 March 1605, p. 423; Pieter van Dam,
 Beschryvinge van de Oostindische Compagnie, ed. EW. Stapel, Vol. 1.2, Rijks Geschiedkundige Publicati?n,
 Grote Serie, Vol. 68 (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1928), p. 499; Enthoven, 'Zeeland en de opkomst',
 calculates the levy at 23 per cent (p. 208).
 119 Grotius, DJP, p. 314; F. de Vitoria, De Indis et De lure Belli Relectionis, ed. Ernest Nys (Washington:

 Carnegie Institution, 1917), p. 257. On the historic significance and reception of Vitoria's ius
 communicandi, see Borschberg, 'Hugo Grotius', p. 232 note 43, and J. van der Kroef, 'Francisco de Vitoria
 and the Nature of Colonial Policy', Catholic Historical Review, 35 (1949-50): 153-4.
 120 Grotius, DJP, p. 375; Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', p. 424, reports how in Dutch
 circles high hopes prevailed that officials stationed in the East Indies might be supporters of Dom
 Antonio, contender for the Portuguese Crown. Stadholder Maurice of Orange was related to Dom
 Antonio's son Emanuel through marriage.
 121 Grotius, DJP, p. 316. The landsadvocaat]an van Oldenbarnevelt and Grotius are the chief proponents
 of the view that the State of Holland was the proper claimant; see AHRB, p. 2; Hugo Grotius, De Antiquitate
 Reipublicce Batavicce (Leiden: Ex Officina Plantiana Raphelengij, 1610), pp. 44-9; idem., Verantwoordingh
 van de Wettelijcke Regieringh van Hollandt ende West-Vrieslandt, Midsgaders Eenigher nabuyrige Provinci?n
 sulcks die was voor de veranderingh ghevallen in den Jare MDCXVIII (Paris: no publisher, 1622), chapter 12;
 and especially Grotius' letter to Georg Michael Lingelsheim, Councillor of the Elector of the Palatinate,
 dated 3 September 1617, in Briefwisseling van Hugo Grotius, p. 580; Robert Fruin, Geschiedenis
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 A third consideration was that the booty belonged to the company in whose employ
 Heemskerk stood at the time of the incident.122 There was a twist to this particular view,
 however. When the Heemskerk expedition originally set sail for the East Indies, he was
 employed and the vessels had been equipped by one of the so-called voorcompagni?n that
 were amalgamated into the United Dutch East India Company in 1602. As its legal
 successor, it was argued that the prize should therefore fall to the VOC.

 Finally, the question was also raised as to whether the prize of the Sta. Catarina
 belonged to the actual agents of the battle, i.e. to Heemskerk and his crew. According to
 the excellent thesis of Victor Enthoven, the crew was to receive a sum equivalent to 4 per
 cent of the net proceeds from the auction. This was substantially less than the portions
 allocated to sailors on navy vessels in similar instances (namely 6.3 per cent) and after
 successful petitioning, the portion of profits allocated to Heemskerk's crew was initially
 raised to 98,000 Guilders, and later increased to 123,380 Guilders. The matter was in fact

 referred by the VOC Directorate to the States General for arbitration in March 1605. The
 decision of the States General followed on 14 July 1606: Heemskerk was given 31,000
 Guilders and exhorted to accept their settlement as final. He was further to pay 500
 Guilders to make a golden goblet that bears an inscription commemorating the capture
 of the Portuguese vessel. The Generality and the Prince of Orange declined to set claims
 to their share in order to promote trade and also to sponsor the war against the enemy
 in the East Indies.123

 Grotius' official justification of the seizure reflects these questions and possible
 options. There is no doubt in his mind that the Sta. Catarina was taken as a prize in a just
 war. If a public war, then on behalf of Holland or the King of Johor; if a private war, on
 behalf of the company who acted with extended powers granted by the sovereign state.
 His piece reflects the dilemmas and deliberations of that time. Grotius suggests that the
 rights to the prize vested in the King of Johor were probably ceded to the Dutch via an
 agreement.124 In fact, nowhere in the documents consulted has this option been taken
 into consideration ? not even by Fruin ? even though it forms an important aspect in
 Grotius' broader justification. The final settlement, however, was reached in order to
 satisfy interested parties.

 Initial calculations had placed the value of the Sta. Catarinas cargo at 'sixty times
 one hundred thousand' or six million Ducats. The actual sales figures, however, reveal
 that these early estimates were overly optimistic. The auction yielded a gross revenue of
 3,356,172 Guilders, considerably less than the initial estimates of six million Ducats. The
 bulk of the proceeds stemmed from the sale of silk, which, as the VOC historian Pieter

 der Staatsinstellingen in Nederland tot den val der Republiek, ed. H. T. Colenbrander (The Hague: Martinus
 Nijhoff, 1980), pp. 217-8. Grotius' discussion of the general principle of belligerents' rights to booty is in
 DJP, pp. 143-5, where he argues that the right to seize booty in a public war belongs to the sovereign on
 whose behalf the war is being waged, and not to the individual agents. Nevertheless they can be entitled,
 according to practice, to a portion of that booty as a result of redistribution authorized by the sovereign.
 122 Ibid., pp. 137-8. According to Grotius, the right to seize booty in the event of a private war belongs to
 the party that initiated and undertook the war, and only to this principal author (p. 141). He concedes,
 however, that part of the booty was customarily redistributed to the agents of the seizure (p. 142).
 123 Enthoven, 'Zeeland en de opkomst', pp. 208-9; specific figures can be found in Resoluti?n der Staten
 Generaal, ed. Rijperman, pp. 503 and 807 note 4.
 124 Grotius, DJP, pp. 216, 316. Such an agreement for the division of booty was struck between Cornells

 Matelieff de Jonghe and King 'Ala'udin in May 1606 in their agreement for the conquest of Portuguese
 Melaka.
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 van Dam admits, Tar exceeded' the revenue from the sale of spices.125 Deducted from the
 total proceeds of just over 3.3 million were a tax of 33,600 Guilders on the goods unsold,
 1,476,923 Guilders for unspecified expenses and 450,000 Guilders for the gerechtichheit
 van het land. The share of the net profit ceded to Heemskerk was 31,500 Guilders, with
 an additional 123,380 Guilders ultimately distributed to the surviving crew.126

 Gifts were also made to the monarchs of England and France, Holland's allies in the
 war-effort against Spain. Enthoven reports that the French envoy at The Hague, de
 Bunzanval, selected from the ill-fated carrack's cargo a table, two chairs and a set of
 porcelain dishware. The directors of the VOC then decided to generously donate these
 items to the French monarch, Henry IV.127

 There only remains one important question to be answered at this juncture: What
 ever happened to the ship itself? According to the resolution of the States-General of the
 United Netherlands from 6 May 1605, the state left it to the Amsterdam Chamber of the
 VOC to decide on the sale of the vessel, providing the decision was made by majority
 vote.128

 Beginnings of the Dutch-Johor alliance

 The arrival of Heemskerk and the attack on the China fleet as allies of the King of
 Johor opened the doors for closer diplomatic, military and commercial operations. To
 add formality to this budding relationship, Jacob Buijzen was selected to act as the
 resident factor representing Dutch interests. It is reported that he managed to establish
 an amiable position with the Johor monarch, at least until the arrival of Cornells Franck
 in 1605.129

 Johor represented only one among several regional powers that sought to establish
 friendly diplomatic ties with the Dutch Republic around the turn of the sixteenth
 seventeenth centuries. Aceh was the first to open formal diplomatic relations with the

 Netherlands, a move which was noted with considerable alarm by the King of Spain and
 Portugal, as well as the Portuguese Viceroy in Goa, Dom Alfonso de Castro.130 Aceh's
 principal envoy, Abdul Zamat, passed away in Zealand on 9 August 1602, at the age of
 seventy-one. The ambassador was given a funeral at the expense of the VOC and a
 commemorative plaque was financed by the Heeren XVII. Other members of the
 Acehnese embassy were subsequently granted an audience by Prince Maurice in the
 battle field, and they visited several cities in the Netherlands, including Nijmegen,
 Utrecht, Amersfoort and Amsterdam.131 King Ekathotsarot of Siam responded to the

 125 Van Dam, Beschryvinge,Vol. II. 1, p. 672.
 126 These figures are drawn from various sources: Corte ende sekere Beschryvinghe, f. 1 verso (6 million

 Ducats converts to approximately 6.6 million Portuguese Cruzados, 7.2 million Spanish Pesos de a ocho or
 18 million Dutch Guilders); Fruin, 'Onuitgegeven werk', pp. 397-8 note 2; Enthoven, 'Zeeland en de
 opkomst', pp. 207-8.
 127 Ibid., p. 207.
 128 Rijperman ed., Resoluti?n der Staten-Gener aal, p. 504; van Veen, 'Decay or Defeat?', p. 155 note 46.
 129 Netscher, Nederlanders en Djohor, p. 9.
 130 Cf. the letter of the Archbishop of Goa to King Philip III/II, dated Goa, 6 April 1603, reproduced in
 de Sousa Pinto, Portugueses e Malaios, p. 286; also the letter of King Philip III/II to the Viceroy in Goa,
 Dom Alfonso de Castro, dated Valladolid, 5 March 1605 (p. 292).
 131 The envoy's death is in AHRB, pp. 54, 427; Meteren, Commentari?n ofte Memori?n, f. 91 recto. The
 commemorative plaque reads as follows: 'Hie situs est Abdul Zamat Princeps Legationis I a Rege Tabrobance
 seu Sumatrce I Soltan Atciden Raietza, Lillo Lahe Felalam, I missce I Ad Illustriss. Princip. Mauritium I cum
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 earlier diplomatic initiatives of Aceh and Johor by dispatching a delegation to the Low
 Countries in December 1607, Siam's first official diplomatic contact ever with a
 European power.132

 Heemskerk accommodated on board some Johorean diplomats and their entourage
 on the voyage to Europe. According to his own testimony, he carried four ambassadors
 of the Johorean King on his return to the Netherlands in 1603. Netscher, in his
 document-based history of the Dutch in Johor and Siak, refers to only one such
 ambassador whom he identifies as Megat Mansur. He reportedly carried a message of the
 Johor monarch for Stadholder Prince Maurice of Orange. The chief ambassador passed
 away at sea but members of the entourage survived the voyage to the Netherlands. This
 knowledge derives from a decision of the Heeren XVII to provide accommodation for
 the surviving members for the King's embassy, and they were subsequently housed in
 Amsterdam at VOC expense. Pieter van Dam's Beschrijvinge van de Oostindische
 Compagnie confirms this, and adds that certain Asians who had arrived with Heemskerk
 and the Johorean embassy, specifically the cGujuratis' and other 'boat hands', would be
 employed by the VOC.133 From a letter of 'Ala'udin Ri'ayat Shah reproduced by Netscher,
 it is evident that the surviving members of the embassy consisted mainly of servants or
 slaves, and were thus not in any capacity to officially assume formal responsibility as
 diplomatic representatives. Among the entourage of the Johor ambassador appears to
 have been one Encik Kamar. He returned with the Dutch fleet dispatched to Johor in the
 following spring.134

 duab. navib. Zeland. quae in dedit acceper. I Libur nicam Lusitanam / vixit an. Lxxi, obijt Anno MDCII /
 Magistri Societatis Indicae. I H.M.P.C" The original plaque is lost, and a new one featuring a Dutch
 translation of the text was created in 1978. This is displayed in the Abdij of Middelburg. Abdul Zamat is
 described as the most senior member of the embassy that also consisted of one Seri Mahomat and a
 nobleman by the name of Meras San. They were accompanied by five servants. Seri Mahomat received an
 audience with Prince Maurice (which Emmanuel van Meieren describes at some length, f. 91 recto and
 verso) and returned to Aceh with outbound vessels in 1604; Pieter Johannes Veth, Atchin en sijne
 Betrekkingen tot Nederland: topographisch-historische beschrijving (Leiden: Gualth Kolff, 1873) pp. 71-2.
 Concerning the cost of the Acehnese embassy to the Company, see AR, VOC 99, resolutions of 8 August
 1602, pp. 35-36, and 14 August 1603, p. 103. The costs were basically justified by the VOC Directorate on
 the grounds of opening markets and commerce with Aceh.
 132 London, India Office Records: E//3/1 no. 2: 'Thay [i.e. the Dutch on board the vessel Mauritius under
 the command of Matelieff de Jonghe] brought along? with them 16 men of Siam, whereof 4 are prinsipall,

 which are sent by thear King to the King of Holland upon an embassage, carrying with them a present of
 rubies & other stones and to treat of friendship between the 2 Kings ... ' Concerning this diplomatic

 mission of the Siamese, see AR, VOC 100, p. 65, resolution of the Heeren XVII dated 5 September 1609,
 p. 65, where it is resolved to let the Siamese ambassadors return home in the hope that these initial
 contacts will help open and promote trade for the VOC with China. A list of presents for the King of Siam
 follows (p. 69). See also Paul Pelliot, 'Les relations du Siam et de la Hollande en 1608', Toung Pao, 32
 (1936): 223-9; J.J.L. Duyvendak, 'The First Siamese Embassy to Holland', Toung Pao, 32 (1936): 285-92;

 Han ten Brummelhuis: Merchant Courtier and Diplomat: A History of the Contacts between the Netherlands
 and Thailand (Lochem-Gent: Uitgeversmaatschappij de Tijdstroom, 1987), p. 10; Florentino Rodao,
 Espa?oles en Siam (1540-1939). Una aportaci?n al estudo de la presencia hispana en Asia (Madrid: Consejo
 Superior de las Investigaciones Cient?ficas, 1997), p. 41.
 133 Netscher, Nederlanders en Djohor, pp. 7-8; Andaya, Kingdom of lohor, p. 35 note 44; Sousa Pinto,

 Portugueses e Malaios, pp. 112, 119; van Dam, Beschryvinge, Vol. 1.2, p. 309.
 134 Netscher, Nederlanders en Djohor, p. 18; on Encik Kamar, see Commelin, Begin ende Voortgang, p. 204;

 G. P. Rouffaer, 'Was Malaka Emporium v??r 1440?', BKI, 77 (1921): 451; and R.O. Winstedt, 'A History of
 Johore', JMBRAS, 10, 3 (1932): 30.
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 Sources consulted make no reference as to whether the Stadholder and the Heeren

 XVII ever received the King's message. It can be assumed, however, that they did. This
 derives from the fact that during the next sailing season, the VOC dispatched a fleet
 under the command of Admiral Cornells Matelieff de Jonghe. The 1,386 men on board
 the thirteen vessels set sail from the Netherlands on 12 May 1605 and arrived in the
 waters before Melaka almost one year later, on 30 April 1606.135

 The opening of commercial and strategic ties with Johor by Heemskerk, which was
 endorsed by the military assistance and presence of subsequent visitors including notably
 Vice-Admiral Pietersz van Enkhuisen, Wijbrandt van Warwijk and Cornells
 Sebastiaanse, was received with a solid dose of enthusiasm.136 This excitement over the

 Netherlands' new-found ally-in-arms and trading partner near the Portuguese enemy's
 principal artery of trade is echoed not least by Grotius in his De fure Prcedce: cWhen I
 think of this monarch, I sincerely feel as if we are gazing upon the supreme and true
 reward of our voyages to the East Indies....'137

 The formalisation of these early ties through the ratification of a preliminary co
 operation treaty would not take place until the arrival of Admiral Cornelis Matelieff de
 Jonghe in 1606. The treaty of 17 May 1606 assumed the form of an agreement for the
 capture of Portuguese Melaka. It also laid the foundations for future relations between
 the VOC and Johor. The treaty stipulated that as a reward for Dutch assistance in
 expelling the Portuguese from Melaka, the King of Johor would cede the city and some
 territory around it to the Dutch and relinquish claims to sovereignty over that territory.
 Apart from recognizing one another's rightful sovereign overlordship, an agreement was
 struck for the mutual extradition of criminals and other fugitives from justice, separate
 administration of religious affairs and administration of justice. The King further made
 concessions to the Dutch that barred other European traders from his markets,
 effectively establishing a trade monopoly for the VOC with regard to the European

 market and European-held colonies. Together with the Dutch counterpart in the treaty,
 he obliged himself to assist in the continued war efforts against Portugal and Spain and
 not to enter into any peace with these enemies without first consulting with the Dutch.
 Of a more transitional nature were the provisions in the treaty for the equal division of
 booty, the administration of captured arms as well as the right of the Dutch to fell timber
 in the Johor hinterland.138

 The siege of Portuguese Melaka in the spring of 1606 failed for a variety of reasons
 that included insufficient manpower and weapons, the unexpected fortification of

 Melaka in the period preceding the attack,139 as well as the reluctance of Johor's three

 135 PI, XV, pp. 312-3; the cost of equipping this fleet is estimated at just under 2 million Livres.
 136 Concerning their presence and activities in Johor, see Hervey, 'Fran?ois Valentyn's Account', p. 128.
 137 Grotius, De Jure Prcedce (1964 ed.), pp. 212-3.
 138 The Dutch text of this treaty is printed in the 'Corpus Diplomaticum Neerlando-Indicum', ed. J. E.

 Heeres, eerste deel (1596-1650), BKI, 57 (1907): 41-5. An English version is in Hervey, 'Fran?ois Valentyn's
 Account', pp. 136-7, and Winstedt, pp. 31-3. On developments prior to the treaty see van Dam,
 Beschryvinge, Vol. II. 1, p. 328, and Vlekke, Story of the Dutch East Indies, p. 78.
 139 Valentijn reports that Matelieff de Jonghe received information on the state of Melaka's fortifications
 and state of military preparedness at a rendez-vous off the coast of Mauritius in November 1605. This
 information subsequently proved outdated and misleading as the Portuguese undertook great efforts in
 that eventful year to improve Melaka's military preparedness and fortifications. See Hervey, 'Fran?ois
 Valentyn's Account', p. 132, and J.V. Mills, 'Two Dutch-Portuguese Sea-Fights', p. 145. The shortage of
 manpower in the Portuguese colonies of Asia, notably Macao and Melaka, appears to have been a chronic
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 hundred troops to engage the Portuguese enemy in battle. The reaction of Johor in the
 process of this siege can be partially explained by tension within the Johor court as well
 as the earlier unhappiness expressed by Raja Bongsu with the provisions for the siege and
 conquest of Melaka. He stressed that the Dutch were not in effect helping Johor, but only
 becoming the cnew boys' in the neighbourhood. Raja Bongsu's initial counter-offer to
 provide space for warehouses and guarantee exemptions from duties was also rejected by
 Matelieff de Jonghe as insufficient. The men nevertheless came to strike the above-cited
 agreement, whereby the Dutch would be permitted to keep the town of Melaka and some
 surrounding territory in addition to declaring war on Aceh, Johor's other avowed enemy
 in the region.140 A second treaty between Cornelis Matelieff de Jonghe and the King of
 Johor was signed on 23 September 1606. This document essentially reaffirmed the
 principal provisions stipulated in the treaty of 17 May, but in the wake of the aborted
 siege on Portuguese Melaka, arrangements for future Dutch administration of the town

 were postponed. Matelieff de Jonghe again raises the issue of the need to conquer Melaka
 in his memoir concerning the condition and commerce of the Indies', emphasizing its
 significance not only with regard to the China and East Indies trade, but also in terms of
 its strategic significance to the Portuguese Empire in Southeast Asia. As history teaches,
 it took the Dutch several more attacks in the course of over three decades to fulfil this

 original agreement.141
 Portugal as well as Aceh used the absence or intermittent presence of the Dutch to

 launch diplomatic and military offensives targeting Johor. In October 1610 the pro
 Portuguese lobby at the Johor court and the Portuguese emissary, Jo?o Lopes de
 Amoreia, succeeded in concluding peace with the Portuguese from Melaka. Evidence
 suggests that diplomatic pressure was placed on the King several months before. It
 appears, however, that the peace arrangement did not find the approval of the
 Portuguese Viceroy in Goa, Rui Louren?o de T?vora.142 Still, it was this peace treaty that
 seriously alarmed the Acehnese, who now felt that they were being encircled by hostile
 powers, both Malay and European. Accounts differ as to when the Acehnese 'armada' and
 20,000 men arrived-7 May 1613, or according to some other authors as late as July. The
 Acehnese attacked Johor's capital Batu Sawar, and abducted Raja Bongsu and other key
 members of the court, as well as an estimated twenty VOC servants, to Aceh. It is
 generally believed that the king, his brother and the orang kaya were subsequently set free
 on the condition that Johor participate in the war effort against Portugal.143

 Johor was also at one stage briefly considered as a site for the residence of the Dutch
 Governor-General of the East Indies. The initially fertile alliance and the close co
 operation of 'Ala'udin Ri'ayat Shah and his successor Abdullah Ma'ayat Shah (hitherto

 problem; see Charles Ralph Boxer, Four Centuries of Portuguese Expansion (Johannesburg: Witwatersrand
 University Press, 1961), p. 18; Ian A. MacGregor, 'The Portuguese in Malacca', JMBRAS, 28 (1955): 6.
 140 Hervey,'Fran?ois Valentyn's Account', p. 135.
 141 The September treaty is in Heeres, 'Corpus Diplomaticum', pp. 47-8. De Jonghe's remarks are
 reprinted in PI, Vol. XV, pp. 314, 320-1.
 142 Netscher, Nederlanders en Djohor, p. 29, and Teixeira, Portuguese Missions, p. 242.
 143 Antonio Bocarro, D?cada XIII da Historia da India, ed. Rodrigo Jos? de Lima Feiner, Vol. II (Lisbon:

 Typographia da Academia Real das Sciencias, 1876) cap. xciv, p. 417; Denys Lombard, Le Sultanat d'Atj?h
 au temps dTskandar Muda 1607-1636 (Paris: ?cole Fran?aise d'Extr?me-Orient, 1967), p. 92; Foster ed.,
 Voyage of Thomas Best, pp. 58-9, 169-70; Carl Alexander Gibson-Hill, 'The alleged death of Sultan
 'Ala'udin of Johor at Acheh in 1613', JMBRAS, 29 (1956): 125-45.
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 known as Raja Bongsu) with the Dutch placed the Malay kingdom after 1605 on the list
 of possible sites that included Bantam and Jacatra. Johor remained in the strategic and
 commercial sights of the VOC Directorate, who identified it in 1609 as a place where
 'alliance, friendship and commerce' must be maintained at all cost. Even Jan Pieterszoon

 Coen, later to emerge as one of the most notorious Governors-General of the Dutch East
 Indies, recommended Johor as a possible location for a rendez-vous point in a letter to
 the Heeren XVII, though it is clear that he preferred a location in the Straits of Sunda.144

 This considerable interest in Johor for its commercially and militarily strategic
 location near the Straits of Malacca is underscored by the continued presence of Dutch
 interests and the frequency of their visits to the kingdom between 1602 and 1616. Their
 presence helped tip the regional balance of power in Johor's favour in its continued
 struggles against other regional powers that included not only Portugal and Spain, but at
 the turn of the seventeenth century also Patani and Aceh. In the longer term, the alliance

 with the Dutch would significantly help the Johor monarchs to extend their territory and
 manage the Portuguese threat. Melaka, which had fallen to the Portuguese in 1511, was
 attacked several times, but conquered only in 1641, several decades after the conclusion
 of the first strategic alliance. It was agreed that to satisfy the persistent claims of the
 Johorean line to be the legitimate successors of the fallen Melaka Sultanate, Johor would
 receive the land hitherto 'occupied' by the Portuguese.145 As a 'reward' for their assistance
 in the onslaught, the Dutch would, in turn, receive the city of Melaka and some territory
 surrounding it. The consolidation of the Dutch presence in the region, the opening of the
 China and Japan markets to the VOC, the securing of Johor's independence vis-?-vis
 regional powers, as well as the eviction of Portugal as a maritime and land-based military
 force from the Straits of Malacca count among the longer-term developments that
 followed the Sta. Catarinas seizure.

 144 De Jonge, Opkomst van het Nederlandsch, Vol. I, p. 21; see also the strategic plan and report of
 Governor-General Pieter Both, dated 14 November 1611, ?24, reprinted in Netscher, Nederlanders en
 Djohor, p. 28.
 145 Coolhaas, 'Bron voor het historische gedeelte', p. 528; Grotius, DJP, p. 213.
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